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CHAPTER I
TWO BASIC ERRORS
You may think ot philosophy as dwelling in the clouds.
I hope that you may see that she is able to descend to
earth. • • • You may think that there is nothing practical in the theory that is concerned with ultimate
conceptions. That is true perhaps while you are doing
the journeyman's work at your profession. You may find
in the end, when you pass to higher problems, that instead of being true that the study of the ultimate is
profitless, there 1s l1ttle else that is profitable in
the study of anything else. l
Dean Roscoe Pound as a teacher, sOientist, historian,
legal

L~d

political scholar has not only become one of the tore-

most authorities in bringing the philosophy of law to earth,
digesting it, correlating it and criticizing it, but as a true
reformer has set forth a positive oonstructive theory of his
own.

A prolific writer, his ideas have helped mold the legal

instruction and legal philosophy of our times.
It is our purpose here to examine the history and
legal philosophies of his day, so necessary for an intelligent
understanding of precisely in what pound's criticism as a legal
reformer consisted and more especially as an aid in grasping his

1 Benjamin W. Cardoza, The Growth of the Law, New
Haven, 1924, 23.
- -1

2

own positive philosophy as to its evolution, method and content.
It will also aid us in an evaluation ot his doctrine which has
taken such a marked hold on the legal thought of today that such
an influential jurist as John C.H. WU once stated that: "A derinite philosophy ot law is now actually in existence whose founder
and exponent is none other than Professor Pound himselt."2
There is pretty general agreement that the theory ot
law dominant in the nineteenth century and the early part of the
twentieth embodies some fundamental errors of social philosophy.
The views of the three schools of jurisprudenoe whioh exercised
the greatest influence on the theory and to a large extent the
practice of law during this period offended in two major respects.
Firstly, law was unable to adapt itself to changing conditions,
especially social ohanges, since rules of law, whet.her codified
as advocated by the analytical school, or as derived from theories of law, as the historioal and philosophical schools insisted,
were presumed to be amenable to perfect application.

Yet law in

such a case was conceived apart from its funotional role in

2 John C.H. WU, "The Juristic Philosophy of Roscoe
Pound," Ill. L. Rev., Chicago, XVIII, January, 1924, 285. See
also pa~ayre,~e Life of Roscoe pound, Iowa Oity, 1948; F.J.
Powers, "Some ReflectIons on pound's JurIsprudence of Interests,"
~. Q. ~. ~., Washington, D.C., III, January, 1953, 10;
George R. Farnum, "Roscoe Pound... ·His Significance in American
Legal Thought," Boston U. L. Rev., Boston XIV, November, 1934,
715-727.
- - -

3
society.3

Secondly, the controlling premise in all these phi-

losophies of law was the principle of treedom.

As far as possi-

ble the rules of law were molded and interpreted to express this
principle: individual rights must be proteoted.
jective legislators were always to keep in mind.

This was the obIn point of

fact, judges, often unconsclo11s1y, accepted this doctrine as thei
first principle, oftentimes to the detriment of the common good.
The prevailing schools which echoed the spirit of the
times and which were the object

o~

Pound's criticism were the

historical school, the analytical school, and the metaphysical
or philosophical school.
Mechanical Jurisprudence
The historical school placed uppermost the mass of traditional ideas and customs from which actual legal rules are derived.

Law could no more be made than language; each was a

growth upon the basis of a received tradition--the latter a
thought to which Pound himself would subsc~ibe.4

Since law is

something found and not made, the legislator had no function.

3 See Roscoe Pound, ltThs Scope and Purpose of Sociological Jurisprudence," Har. L. Rev., Cambridge, XXIV, February,
1911, 591-603, xxv, December, ~l. 141; Jerome Frank, Law and
~ Modern~, New York, 1931, ix.
--- --4 ~ee Roscoe Pound,
Boston, 1926, 165.

~

SElrit

£!

~

Common f!!,

4
The historical jurist conceived that a principle
of human action or of social action was fO'Wld by human
experience and was gradually developed into and expressed in a rule. Hence they denied that the law was
the product of conscious or determinate human will.
They doubted the efficacy of legislation in that it
sought to acbieve the impossible and to make what cannot be made • .5
To the historical jurist:
Law is sornething that is not a.'1d in the long run
Carlllot be made consciously. They see chiefly social
pressure behind legal rules. To them sanction is to
be fO'Wld in llAbi ts of obedience, public sentiment and
opinion, displeasure of onets fellowmen, • •• Their
type of law is custom, or those customary modes of decision whereby the lite of a people makes itself felt
in a gradual development bl molding those rules to the
conditions of the present.
The historical school ot jurists and all the exponents
of positivist theories of jurisprudence sought a complete separation of law and morals.

The ethical and moral ideas of earlier

times which were translated into effective legal norms were to be
replaced by customs and principles of action which emanated from
the sentiments of the people of a given time and locality.

The

process of finding the law was through a search among such custo
and conventions.
The positivist school of analytical jurisprudence,

5

~.,

155.

Cf. also Ibid., 160.

6 pound, "Scope and Purpose of SOCiological Jurisprudence", Har. L. Rev., XXIV, 599. See also Roscoe Pound, The
Formative Era ~r-Amerrcan~, New York, 19>0. 102.
---

5
which focused its attention primarily on statutes and on the interpretation of law by the courts, superseded to a large extent
the historical school.

For it, moral norms of the previous

century were replaced by rules of action formulated by a political sover-eign, which became intrinsically just by the acceptance
and pro~gation of the state. 7
Where the historical jurist pursued a comparative study
of the origin and development of law, legal systems, and particular doctrines and institutions, the analytical jurist pursued a
"comparative study of the purposes, methods and ideas co:m.''l'lon to
developed systems and of their doctrines and institutions in
their matured forms. K8

Law was something made consciously by

lawgivers--either legislative or judicial.

It referred to one

thine, namely the body of authoritative materials in which courts
found or were held bound to find the grounds of decision.

Every

attempt was made to exclude everything from consideration except
precepts established by the authority of the state.

The analyt-

ical jurist proceeded on the supposition that law in the sense of
a body of authoritative grounds of or guides to judicial determination of controversies and administrative reBulatlon of activi-

21-25.

7 Roscoe pound, Law and Morals, 2nd, Chapel Hill, 1926,

--

8

prudence ,It

Pound, "Scope and Purpose of Sociological Juris~. ~. , XXIV, 594.

!!!!:.

6

ties is an aggregate of logically interdependent rules. 9 It is
not social pressure behind legal rules but the enforcement by the
judicial organs of the state which constitutes sanction.

Nothing

that laoks an enforoing agenoy is law.
A universal framework of developed systems of law was
to be reached through analysis of necessary legal conceptions involved in the very idea of law or ot law in the developed state. l
No room under suoh a theory was lett tor changing circumstanoes or social conditions or ditferent cultures.

Law came

tightly packed, complete in its own little legislative box with
sometimes very little reference to reality and leaVing no creativ
function tor the jurist.
Meanwhile the philosophical jurist studied the philosop
ieal and ethical bases ot law, legal systems, and particular doctrines and institutions and oriticized them with respect to such
bases.
The philosopbical jurists postulated a body of
principles derivable logically from an ultimate metaphysioally demonstrated fundamental. This fundamental
was to serve as a starting point tor juristic reasoning, and along with the prinCiples derived from it,

9 See Roscoe Pound, ttFuture of Law,lt Yale L. J., New
Haven, XLVII, November, 1937, 1-13.
---- - ~.

10

See Roscoe Pound, "Fifty Years of Jurisprudence,"

!!. lli'!!., L, February, 1937, 551..582.

7
to furnish a guide to law mak1ng and crf t1que of legal
institutions, doctrines, and precepts.
In opposit1on to the analytIcal jurIst, the historical jurist and the philosophical jurist agree that
law is fotmd and not made, differing only in what it
1s that is fotmd. The philosophical jurist conceives
that a principle of justIce and right is fotmd and expressed in a rule; the historical jurist that a prinCiple of human aotion or of soclal action is found by
human experience and s gradually developed into and
expressed as a rule.

12

Pound's primary objection to all of these theories and
the objection also of other modern legal theorists is the apparent absolute universality and hence lack of flexibility of the
law itself.

Speaking of the aims of analytical jurists he says:

A generalized comparative anatomy of developed
law wal:l to be achieved by an analysis of "lawn pro ...
ceeding to analysis of conceptions neoessarily presupposed by and involved in the idea of law, and
passing to comparative analysis of the general conceptions common to developed systems of law. From
this comparative anatomy we were to get a universal
classification.
Historical jurists conceived that such a comparative anatomy could be worked out on the basis
of tmiversal conceptions discovered by historioal
study.
Philosophical jurists in much the same way
sought to deduce a universal classification from

11 Ibid., ;>62.

-

12 Pound, "Scope and PUrpose of' Sooiological Jurisp:rudence," Har. L. Rev., XXIV, 599. See also Roscoe Pound, The
S~irit of tne-Common-taw, 153-155; Roscoe potmd, Law and MoraIS,

2 -25. -- - -

----

----- ---

8
some fundamental datum such as free will, or liberty,
or personality.I3
It is not the purpose here to discuss the adaptability
of scholastic natural law principles to Pound1s Objection,14 nor
to question whether his interpretation of the natural law is
correct.

The only purpose is to point out what Pound rebelled

against and what led up to his theory of social interests.
Suffice it to say, his reference is to the so-called natural law
of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries typified
by such philosophers as Kant and Hegel.

He himself ma.kes this

distinction. 1S
For Pound law should be a means toward the peaceable
ordering of sooiety--a regulating agency in sooiety--wh11e the
state itself is the organ of social control. 16 But law has be-

13

Pound, "Fifty Years of Jurisprudence,"

L, 565.

.!!!!:. !!. !l!!.,

14 Of. infra, 63-66. For the scholastic natural law
Theories see Anton Hermann Chroust and Frederich A. Collins, Jr.
"The Basic Ideas of the Philosophy of Law of st Thomas Aquinas as
Found in the ISumma Theologica',tt
L. Rev., Milwaukee, 26,
1941, 11-29; Harold R. McKinnon "Na. ural-Lawand Positive Law."
Notre Dame Layer, Notre Dame, 23,: 1948, 12S. Fathers parsons,
Rueve,MIIlar, Noonan, Obering, "symposium on the Natural Law,"
Modern Schoolmen, XVII, January, 1937. Rev. Michael Cronin,
ScIence or Ethics, 2nd, I, New York, 1920, 633-686. Also Francis
E. Lucey, S.J., 'tNatural Law and American Legal Realism -- Their
Respective Contributions to a Theory of Law in a Democratic SoCiety," ~. !!. ~., Washington, D.C., XXX, 1942, 493.

Mf5t.

15

pound,

~ ~

Morals, 33.

16 See Pound, The S;eirit of the Com.mon Law, Oh. 6, "The
ITtO;OSophy of Law in the NIneteenth century," 139-1"6'5, esp. 139-

9

come an end in itself, with no reference to its social function.
New situations are met by deductions tram old principles.

Such

a rigidity of rules, such an unoreative, deterministic philosophy
of law, such a dichotomy between the legislative and judioial
funotion

or

government results in a lack of social progress and

a mechanical administration of justice which in the long run must
break down. 17

The philosophical approach tends to take the for.m

of over-abstractness leading to empty generalities and ambiguities--a tendency to treat abstractions as independent entities.
The cure Is discussed without reference to a particular patient.
Moreover, all systems are sometimes used to work out speoious
reasons for doctrines instead of criticizing them, thus further
entrenohing them in juristic thought.

The legal order instead of

being a combination of law and the trained reason of the judge
has become arbitrary, impractical and in many cases results in
injustice. l8
In pursuance of principles there is a tendency to
forget that law is a practical matter. The desire for
formal perfection seizes upon jurists--justice in concrete cases ceases to be their aim. Instead they aim
at a thorough development of the logical content of
established prinoiples through rigid deduction, seeking thereby a certainty which shall permit judicial
decision to be predicated in detail with absolute assurance. l9

17 See Pound. "Scope and pmose of Sociological
Jurisprudence. u Bar. L. Rev., XXIV, 59 -595.
J.13
1

-

-

--

J:bld., 596; Also
ee Roscoe

86.

10

It is largely out of his oPPosition to this theory and
to the nineteenth century non-oreative views of law, which have
outlived what usefulness they possessed, that Pound's own view
takes shape.

Law must be adapted to changing oonditions and

social progress.
Exaggerated Individualism
The second major error exemplified by the juristic
philosophies of the day and seconded by the economic and political theories and practices of the early and middle nineteenth
century was the exaggerated concept of individualism and individual liberty.
of

Adam

Economio liberalism fostered by the philosophy

Smith, John stuart Mill, and the Manohester School, and

enoouraged in practioe by leaders of the Industrial Revolution
was at its zenith by the middle ot the eighteenth oentury.
The halt century following the Civil War saw both
the culmination of the economic philosophy of laissez
faire and the reaction against it. • •• The laissez
faire dootrine of Adam Smith and his successors hid
been accepted as final by the great majority of Americans, • • • and a fitting capstone had been put upon
the theories by the first section of the Fourteenth
Amendment. • •• To the riSing capitalist, and in
fact to the average oitizen it seemed not only unnece~sary but bad eoonomicstoregulate private capital. 20

Q2!.

&.

~.,

20

Un! ted States,

New York, VIII, December, 1908, 605-623.
Edward Frank Humphrey,
Ne~i York, 1931, 430.

!!! Economic H1storl £f. 2.

11

Not only should the laws ot

econ~m1cs

operate unhamper-

ed and uncontrolled by state, morality or religion, but under the
egis of such men as Comte and Darwin a mechanical application ot
the physical laws of nature actually swayed the minds ot men.
Not only was this mechanical application shifted to civil law,
but it also led to the notion that all law worked automatically-that any interference was to the detriment of the one interfering
and ot society.
In the United states, especially, during pre-civil war
days--a period of growth and expansion to new trontiers--individual initiative was encouraged and tostered. 21 And in the tormation of Anglo-American law the confliots ot court and orown inspired by stuart tyranny lett its mark in the form of an attitude
that regards law as primarIly a bulwark protectIng the individual
against the government. 22
Our legislation, too, in many departments was dominated
by the ,conception of man as a tree and independent individual.
Reflecting the influenoe ot Rousseauts wild view ot human nature

21 See Pound, The Ssirit ot the Common Law, ah. $,
"Pioneers and the Law," lI2=l~; also-Rosooe Pound;-The Formative
~ ~ American~, New York, 19$0, 6-8.
--22 See Pound, The Spirit of the Common Law, Oh. J,
"The Courts and the Orown," 60-84; also Pound, The Formative Era
of American Law, $8; Roscoe Pound, Oriminal JustICe in America;Jiw York, 19>0; 10$.
--

12
and Kant. s theory of will, the tendency wa.s to regard man as essentially an independent individual and only secondarily a member
of SOCiety.

Henoe jurists ot the last oentury considered any law

involving restraints on liberty justified only in so tar as it
aided in maintaining liberty.23
They conceived that the legal order was to be held
down to the minimum which was required to protect the
indiVidual against aggression and to secure the har.monious co-exist_pce of the free will of each with the tree
will of all.i!q.
It is no

wonder~

then, that tAe lawyer of the day steep.

ed in notions of liberty. considered it his primary task to promote and foster it.2$
The analytical, historical, and philosophical jurists
tound their theories ot law giving added toroe to this rising individualism in Ha striking example of the way in which the smne

23 "Law exists for the aake of liberty. • •• It exists to protect liberty in that it lim! ts arbi trar,. will. • • • ft
Arndt., Juristische Enoyklopadie (2d ed. 18$0) par 12. I~very
rule ot law in Itsel? Is an evIl, tor it can only have tor its
object the regulation of the exercise ot rights, and to limit the
exerciae of a right is inevitably to limit it.1I Beudant, Le
Droit Individuel et L'Etat (1891), 148. "Liberty • • • is~
supreme object. fiery abridgment ot 1 t demands an excuse, and the
onl,. good excuse is the neoes8itr of preserving it." Oarter, Laws
Its Origin, Growth, and Function (1907), 337. Oited br Pound
"'rSurvey of' Sool&1 merests," Rar. L. Rev., LVII, October, 1943,
8.
........... - ...........

rn-

24 pound, itA survey ot Sooial Interests," l!!!:. ,&. !!!!.,

LVII, 11-12.

2$

-

Ibid., 12.

13
eonclusion 'IJJA1 8WiJta1n the most divergent philosophical prem18e8."26

Henoe

the nineteenth

tor the dominant sooial and legal philosophies of
century~

the immediate end of law consisted in glv

ing expression to the tree will

ot the individual

and

aubJ.ot.~

"the oonception of juatice as tl\e aeeur>lng of maximum. selt

AS-

sert10n beoame an axiom of juristic thought tt27 •
Under 1M,,). impetus of Kantlan etll1ca the ch.amplona ot in
d1vld:uallsM reoelved philosophical justIficatIon.

The pbl1oaoph1

cal Jurists developed Kant t e ldea that the seouring Of absolute,
eternal, tt."11veraal, natural rights ot indlViduala meant securing

freedom of wl11 to eV81'70ne
wIlla.

80

tlU'

as 1s consistent with other

Their basic position was that the entire legal system

oould be deduced from tbe conception or J'lgb,t, and. .. sort of ide
sy.tam set up.

In general, .eouring freedom

ing the vide.t pos,ibl. treedom

ot

will meant secur-

ot action tor ln41vlduallli.

"Tne

tut ot right and juatlce with respect to any Institution or

doctrine walll tb.e amount ot abstract llbel't1 which 1t seoured. II 28

26

Foun4,

21

Ibid.

l!!!. sRiri t !!..!!8!. Gammol! .&!!.
ot. alao pound, The Sllrlt ot

1$1.

the OONmOn

Law, Ch. 6, "~lo.oph7 of Law 1n"""'£1iGlne£eentliCfenturi',n
I'YJ-16SJ pound, LaW and Moral., Ob.. ), "The Philosoph1cal view,"
84-11$1 noscoe Pound.;-n-rtow Par Are WeA t ta1ninG " liew Measure ot

Value. in Tw'entleth CentUl7 Juristic Thought, tf
Morgantown, XLII, 19)6, 81-82.

28

pO\Uld, ~ SE1:r1 t

.2!. ..!:2!

c~mm.o~

!'!!!!!!. ,&.

La¥, 152.

!iu.ax:.~.,

The historioal sohOol drew the same oonclusion, except

that instead of dart vlng 1 t through the nature of man, they at-

tempted to dlsaover it through. h1.tory.

Kant'. formula ot right

was turned into one ot law b1 aavigIlY. the founder ot th.e
torical 80hool.

ne

thou~t1t

hi.·

ot law as a body of rules which de-

termine the lind ts w1 thin which the freedom ot lr.l.dl v 1dual aot! vity would be guaranteed and protected.

f'!xperlence in the adminis-

tration of justice increased the soope and deltm1ted the boundaries ot this

rr..dom. Ufmee

the poat tiol).

ot

the his torteal

sohool can beat be unde1"stood in terms ot tile gradual historical
development ot Kant's theory of rIght, that 1s. u

a condition

in which the will ot one 1s reconoiled with the will of another

aooording to a universal rule.
As the b.1ator1oal Jurists adopted tile idea11stic interpretation ot legal. htsto1"7 It was po••lble ~ sa7
that jurlsprudenoe had two ai4... On the one It ha4
to do wlth the Matorical u.ntoldlng of the Ide.. of
libert7 aa ••n discover tbe rule. by which to real1ze
1 t. 1'b.18 was the hiatorical jurisprudence. On the
other ~'14 it had to do w1th the 10aloa1 unto~ding
ot the principle. Involved 1n the aDS!9act oonception.
Thia waa philosophical juriaprudence.
AnalytIcal jlU'lata too tell in wi th the spirt t of the
times.

It must b. rem.e:abered that anal7tieal. jurisprudenoe com-

pletely separated tae legislative power trom the judicial.

'1'ne

latt:erfs role was merel,. to insure a meohanical applloation at
the law.

I'he law was presumed to

29

-

-

Ibld. •• 154

COVer

all circumstanoes without

15
exoeptlon as all situations were oonoe1ved

o~

as tors. en and

regulated in the intention of the legislator at the time ot promulgatlon. JO Naturally, in hi. uncreative capaoit,. the judge
applied the ind1vidual.let1o law ot the tim•• since it waa the
dominant chaJ:taoteristic not only of: law, but, as b.a.3 beon ahown,

of all human'activity.
AS earl,. as the th1rd quarter of the nineteenth century opponents ot this error ot excessive individualism arose and

exercised an In!'luenoe on Jurisprudence. 31 The country itself
was beoamlng more conscious ot 1t.

8001al

obligations.

The

per10d following the olv1l war had been one ot uncertainty and
discontent over railroads,

exploitation of

d.tlatlon~

laborer, monopolistic practice' and

o~1.er

t~.r

and

abuses which .e• .med to

oontradiot basic liberalistic tenants.
:rhe reus 1565 to 1910 saw

IlL

rapid gl'owth ot gove1'n:m&nt

intereat and aid to agrloul ture; 1 t saw coop.rat! va movements to

relieve both farmer and laborer, a.'1.ti-monopoly legislation, inter
state comrceroe legislation,

gove~~ent

legislation to improve and

control credit. and in ge.nel"al, government intervention wherever
the general security waa threatened.

Rhl 2!

"SO

Ti~ae

growing state and

30 See Roeooe Pound"Aa i~guc~1on
7th, New Haven, 191+0, 5 - •

~f

~ ~ ~b*108~~

31 E.S. Jher1ng, Marx, Post, Gierke, Ward.
Yeare of Juri.prodenee," Har. L. Rev. L, SS7-$82.

-

--

see Pound
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rede~al

act1Vit1es &rOse in part out or 80clal Change. which

o~eated

new problems that oalled fop aocial

oont~ol.

But the1

also aroae 1n put out of' a growing bellet the. t the ata te should
concern ltselt, at least

~

a

(~eater

extent than in for.mer ,.ears,

w! th providing goods and service. to meet important .ooial needs.
In the f1~st Granger Ca.•• (1876) 1n an op1nion written

b1 Ohief Jus\ioe Waite, it was beld that prop.rtf doe. beoome
clothed w1th a publlc interest.
when used 1n a ma.nne~ to make 1 t ot pubUo ooneeq,uenoe
and attect the oommunit,. at large. • •• When there-

tore one devote. bia propert1 to a uae in wbicb the
public baa an interest. be ln etfect grants to the
publio an interest 1n that WIG, and. must submit to b.
oontroUed b,. the pub110 Es:. !e!. !ommon io04.33

Ju.s t as Pound was 111.tluent1aJ. in breaking down the de-

termin.1atio concepta of law with their view of law wbioll ••emed
to aever it troa any nlation to the 800ial environment in whioh
man 1s regulated. 01 1 t. so too he was a relentl••• antaso.rUat to
the indiv1dualisti0

notions ot

t:..~ea • •arne

Jurists.

Historically, he aald, individualIaa 1. talae.

The

p:rlm&l"J PUJlpo •• of law neYer . . to estabUsh oondi tIona under
which individuala can enjoY' the ma.x1mum
ry denie. the "Ier'1 1de.. ot 8001e'1_

or

t:reedom.

Wb.at biato17

Such a theo-

ShoW8 i8

that

32 ct. Ch•• ter W. W'rigb.tA Economic m.atorl of tbe
United... state •• New York, 194.1. 894-090.
--

3) Muon v. Il11no18 (1876), 94

u.s. 113.

Italios mine.

17
interest in the general. securl ty 1s the f1rst cleterm1nant ot law.

Bven Kant·. notion ot securing the harmonious coexistence ot the
free will of eaoh and tno tre. will ot &1.1 1s "onl.7 another way
of statlng .. PaNmOunt 80c1al Interest in the general security in
terms ot Individual llbel'ty u34..
Nineteenth centul"y indIvidualism wrote legal

hi.tor)" as a record ot a oontinually strengthening

and 1ncreas1ng .ecuring

ot

tho logical deduotions

tJtom 1n41 vidual tl'.edom in the torm or I.ndi Vidual
rights, and hence .s a pz-oduct of 1Jhe pre.sure of

Individual 01&11'118 or wants 01" deslres. But this 1s
Juat wbat It 1. not. It 1s not too muon to sa,. that
the soclal interea t in the generaJ. secur! ty, In 1 ta
lowest terma ot an Int.Nst 1n p ••oe and order. dictated the veX7 beginning. ot law."'>
Pb11o.oph1cal Jurisprudence and the natural law theo-

ries of the nineteenth cent\l3:7 are submitted to the same scathing
analysis.

He rejecta the Ide& that the praotIoal problema ot law

can be solved by the theory ot natural

Such a theo17 was unreall.tio.

~ighta

ot the last oentury_

It held that these righta could

be def1ned Witb prec1sion aa logioal deduotions .from the basic

idea ot liberty_

Evert

na~al

right was to be tulll •• cured.

evel"1 :right had equal validity. none could conflict or overlap;
11

LVII, 9.

- --

34 POWlci, teA Survey of Social. Interestan,Har. L. Rev.,

18
none admit ot adjustment or oompromi •• ) none GOuld be infringed,

the,. oould onl,. be recogn1••d and ••oured.)6
•

objectll that un1n.h1b1ted freedom would 1apa1r the

freedom ot otber8 and· lead to chaos J that there 1. a oertain

tl1erarolq ot right•• altbough "70nd the "aoc1al. inteNat in the
general ••cunt1". he a.oea not IndicaM it apeclf'ioal11 since 1t
is subjeot to change.

Suoh an 1deal order as advooated by tlle

ph110aoph1oal juriat. u

a practioal matter juat doean' t e:dat.

.. experienoe testifie ••
!be probl_ at law in aotlcm 1..,. at the per1pbel'7-in tbe undefined and undeti.nable uncbartered gl'Ound
betwe. tbeae right.. • •• But all experience ahowe
that "cognized inter•• t. m.uat be reconoUed with

MOb. other in action by some 80rt otoompromi'.' that
no ola1lU oan b\t a&DJ:tted to it. f'ull logloalextent .. l7

He tind. the . . . 41t1'louJ.tl with the analytical sohool
whO would have ever,-th1ns handled by leg1s1atlon-.tbe juri.t

1,. applying It.

~.

Where 1 t oan be done, ... in PNperty le.w or com-

mercial law, mechanical applIcatIon of tlud detailed rule. "ls
lda. social engine.ring" but where the human element appears •.

suoh legislation 1. wbol17 Inadequate.

III thee. oa••• matteN of property and commercial law. the aoclal 1nMreat 1n the genepal
••cur1trl. the oontroll1ng element. But lfheH
b

•

d

37 Ibid., 73.
I
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the que. tIona are not ot interests of substance but
of the weighing of human cGnduot and passing upon
its moral aspects legislatIon baa done little • • • •
Where legislatIon is etfeotive, there also maclULnioal application is eftective and desirable. Where
leg1s1ation 1s ineftectiv., the same dIfficulties
that prevent its satisfaotory operation require us
to leave a wide m4P61n ot discretion in Its application. • •• Every premiasorr note 1s like every
other. • •• But no two cases ot nec..J.lxence 1l8.ve
ever been alike or ever will be allke. 30
i'.Nedom, since it deals with human conduot, oannot be
adequately handled 1)7 legislation alone.
Againa t tbe background ot these two basi 0 errore in the

social. ph11oaophy of his time, POWlet begln1l1 to construot his own
legal pbiloaoph:r--soo:101og10al Jurisprudence.

It is based upon

the n •• ds, deSires, and wanta ot individuals whioh seek pro-

teotion, declaration, or interpretation of law within the tramework ot soc1ety, and whioh society and oivilisation Itselt, 1n
order to progress, ~N8t recognise and del1m1t. 39

t

J

oW

..

38 pound, Introduotion to the

140 I l42. ot.

Ph11o.0~

ot LaW, 139,

a180 Rosooe pound, "'1'hi"""'fll.eory o~ ud~Q1iI'!.\.
oision", Har. L. Rev., cambridge, XXXVI, Ms;y-, 1923, d25 and June
1923, 94s;-9"Sl"; 9;;r:

ot.

Roscoe Pound tt ?h.eorlea ot Law". Yal.e L. Rev.,
Hew Haven, XXII, Deoember, 1912, 145-146.
- -
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OHAPTER II
METHOD AND END OF LAW--THEORY

O:B~

INTERESTS

Roscoe Pound in his earlier days was a professor of
botany and a relatively influential one tor his age.

He was also

a student and believer in the philosophy of William James.

It

was natural, then, that his sociological jurisprudence have a
scientific and pragmatic approach.

In one ot the earlier formu-

lations of his doctrine he said:
The sociological movement in jurisprudence is a
movement tor pragmatism as a philosophy ot law; for
the adjustment of principles and doctrines to human
condi tions they are to govern, rather than to assumed
first principles; tor putting the' human factor in the
central place and relegating logiC to its true position as an in8trument.~
It is the scientific approach that gives to law its object1vity.

At the same t1me such an approach tends to avoid mis-

takes due to ignorance and diminishes as tar as possible juridical corruption.

Being scientific, however, does not involve the

use of nor formulat10n of basic tenets which will be true for all
times and under all cirCUMstances.

One of the principle points

ot the doctrine ot the 80c10logical jurists is that it is enough
1 Pound, "Mechanical Jurisprudence," 001. ,&.
VIII, 609-610.
---

20

J!!!.,

21
to work out such rules as may clearly govern particular facts or
relations without performing the ambitious task of laying down
universal propositions.
We no longer bold anything scientIfic merely beoause it exhibits a rigid scheme of deduotions from a
eriori·ooncept10ns. In the philosophy of today theo~
rles are t1ns~ruments not answers to enigmas 1n which
we can rest..
The idea ot science as a system of deductions has become obsolete, and the revolution which
has taken place in other sciences in this regard must
take place and is taking plaoe in jurisprudence also. 3
The threat of the

~ealists

in jurisprudence

has

forced

Pound to modify this radical position in his effort to tind aome
stable element in the law. 4 However, for all practical purposes,
his method is admittedly and primarily pragmatic.
Since law both as scientitic and as pragmatic must be
judged "good"or "Just" in so far as it attains its end,
it must be valued by the extent to which it meets its
end, not by the beauty ot its logical processes or
the strietness with wh1ch ita rul.s~prooeed tram the
dogmas 1t takes for its foundation.~
2 William James, pragmatism, 53, oited by Pound in
"Mechanical Jurisprudence," "01. t.Rev., VIII, 608.

-ot.

3 Ibid., 608.

-

--

4
pound, Law and Morals, 33, 106n; Roscoe Pound,
nThe Revival ot Natural taw,~.D.tmer, Notre Dame,XVII, June,
1942, 287-372; Roscoe Pound, til Oal1 For q Realistic Jurisprudence," Har. L. Rev., XLIV, March 19.31, 697-711.

-

VIII, 605.

5

-pound, "Mechanical Jurisprudence," Col. L. Rev.,
-

--
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Pound indicates that sociological jurisprudence lies
somewhere between the abstractions and individualism or the nineteenth century and its radical alternative, socialism. 6
As seen previously. the social interest is by and large
the foremost determinant of law since its beginning.

Hence law

must be looked upon as an instrument rirst of society and only
secondly of the individual.

Thus we find the jurisprudence or

today not merely cataloguing the individual claims, wants, or desires as did the jurisprudence or the nineteenth century--as ir
these claims ineVitably oall for legal recognition in and ot
themselves--but we find it going on to ask
what claims, what demands are involved in the existence of the society in whioh these individual demands are put rorward; how far may these individual
demands be put in terms of those social interests or
Identlried with them, and when so subsWI'led under
soclal Interests, In so tar as they may be treated,
what will give the fullest effect to those sooial interests wlth the least saorifice? 7
Sinoe there exists in man an urge "in all the diverse
oonditions of life to gratify as tar as may be all the dirferent
aspeots of his nature,uS

Tenn.

&.

6

Of. Rosooe Pound, "The Problem of an Ordered Soclet "
Knoxville, XI, December, 1932, 12-13.

~.,

7 pound, The S2irit of the Common Law, 203. cf. also
Roscoe Pound, "JustIce AccordIng-to Law," Col:-L. Rev., New York,
XIV, February, 1914, 103, 119.
--- - ---

8 Roscoe pound, The Task of Law, Lancaster, 1944. 21.
Cf. a180 Roscoe Pound, Soc1ar-Oont:ror-TttrOugh Law, New Haven,
1942, 64-65.
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there is the task of making the goods of existence,
the means of satisfying the demands and desires of
men living together in a politioally organized soCiety, if they cannot satisfy all the olaims that
men make upon them, at least go round as fa as
possible with the least friotion and waste. 9
Thus the seouring of social interests becomes the proximate end of law.

But what are these interests to be based upon?

How are they to be interpreted?

Pound states that "any beginning

--

of securing social interests must begin with the idea of civilization"lO.

In the "idea of oivilization", Pound not only points
out what he conceives as the ultimate end ot the legal order, but
indioates the method by which it is to be aohieved.

Through the

physical and biological scienoes man has learned to master external nature and convert it to his use.

Through the sooial

sciences man has gathered data and organized his knowledge ot internal human na tu.re.

Such knowledge has no t only given man in-

creased mastery over human nature in general, but has made possible the mastery over external nature--tor example, by making posst
ble division of labor and treeing inventive genius to push back
the horizons of the unknown.

The "idea of civilization" signi-

ties the idea ot raising the human powers to a point where they

9
10
~.,

XI, 1.

Pound, Social Control

Through~.

64.

Pound, "'lbe Problem of an· Ordered Society, 1t
Italios mine.

~. ~.

achieve the maximum control over nature.
In civilization; the raising ot human powers to
their highest possible unfolding, in the maximum control over nature, both· external and internal tor human
purposes, we have an ideal which transcends both the
individualism and the socialism ot the last oentury.ll
In the summary then we see Pound attempting a reform ot
law wi th a philosophy that is pragmatio by a method which is
"scientific" •
We have the same task in jurisprudenoe that has
been achieved in philosophy, in the natural sciences
and in politics. We have to rid ourselves ot this
sort ot legality fdeductlons trom assumed prinCiples
regardless of what they are based uponj andl~o attain
a pragmatiC, a SOCiological, legal science.
Since all men have an infinite number of desires and
wants, it is impossible that all be gratified.

Therefore the

legal order Is viewed as "an adjustment ot human actions and relations in order to conserve the goods ot exiatence, prevent
friction in the human use and enjoyment and eliminate waate ot
them".l)

It d08S this by securing as many interests as it may

with the least saoritlce ot other interests. 14
primary and proximate end

-

VIII, 609.

o~

This Is the

law.

11.

11

~.,

12

Pound, "Mechanical Jurisprudence, II Q2!. ,&.

13

Roscoe Pound, and Theodore F. T. Plucknett, Readcomp. and ea.

!!.!!.,

~nss On the Hi.tor and sistem ot the Common Law,
ound~nlucknet,j(I,
ochistir-;-I927, 46.s;--

t

14 See pound, .!!! Introduc tion !2.

~

Philosophl

.2!.

Slnce many different claims' are at dlfterent times
seeking legal recognltion, no absolute rules or basic laws can
be laid down as universally valid, but some fundamental rules
derived trom the civilization ot the time and place can be round.
This gives a certain stability to the legal order.
ing, :furthering,

and

The

maintain-

transmitting of civilization is the ulti-

mate end ot la.w.
While rejecting both individualism and collectiviam,
he tinds in both extremist views same desirable parts; collectivism in its recognition ot mankind's social ne.ds, nineteenth
century individualism with its devotion to freedom.

Both are

necessary for human progress:
tree indIvidual initiatIve, spontaneous selt assertion ot l~divldual men, and on the other hand, 00operative, ordered, if you vill regimented activity.
Neither can be ignored • • • J..5
The previous statements indicate that while always
couching bis words

i~

terms ot socIal interests, Pound in no way

intends an absolute rejection ot indlvidualism nor such a minimization ot its value that man becomes so absorbed in society as
to lo.e his identity as an individual.

It is not the abstract

society that beoomes the recipient of his legal reforms but the

~,

96-98.

1S Pound, "How Far Are We Attain1~ a New Measure of
Values in Twentieth Century Juristio Thought? West Va •. L.
guarterll, XLII, 94.
- -
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individualasa member or society.

Sooial

inte~ests

are charac-

.

terized as "claims or demands of individual human bein5s when
thought of in terms of sooial life and generalized as claims of
the social group.n16
After all the social unit in the modern world
is the individual human being. Recognition of his
moral worth was the great achievement of eighteen
and nineteenth century juristio and sooial philOsophy. Appreciation of the social 1nterest in the
individual life is the significant achievement of
the social philosophy of the present generation.
It is not likely that any eoonomic order which may
supervene in such time as we can foresee will bring
aboul a legal order which oan succeed in ignoring
him. 7
The Theory of Interests
Pound begins his analysis with the idea that all people
have a multiplicity of desires and demands which they seek to
satisfy.

However, the desires of eaoh continually overlap and

even conflict with those of his neighbors.

It is the function of

jurisprudence to see, as far as pOSSible, that these claims and
demands are fulfilled.

This function Pound calls the

great task of soc1al engineering. • •• We mean
such an adjuatment of relat10ns and ordering of
oonduct as will make the goods of existenoe, the

mine.

16

Pound, Criminal Justice .!:! Amerlca, 6.

Italic's

17 Roscoe Pound, "Law and the state--Jurisprudence
and politiCS," Har. L. Rev., Cambridge, LVII, October, 1944,

12)6.

-

-

-"
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means ot satisfying human claims to have things and
do things, go roundlas tar as possible with the least
friotion and waste. d
~hese

claims, these demands or desires whioh human

beings either individually or through groups or assooiations or
in relations seek to satisfy, and ot which, therefore, the ordering of' human relations and of hum.an behavior must take aocount,
are oalled interests. 19 The chief' conoern ot the legal system
is to define the limits within which those interests ahall be
reoogni~ed

and given etfect.

Both the delimitation of these in-

terests as well as the securing ot them within the det'1ned limits
are achieved through legal precepts developed and applied by

judicial,

and

more reoently, by administratIve prooess set up to

perform this t'unotlon. 20

Hence we must "begIn by asoertaining

what are the claims or demands which press upon lawmakers and
judges and administratIve agencies tor reoognition and se.ouring".21
Interests, aooording to Pound tall under three general

18 pound, 8,oolal Oontrol· Tlwoug}].
19 Of.

Theon, 60.

~.,

~,

64,

65~

66; also pound, Contempor!;l2

20

ct.

21

pound, Oont.sorag Juristio !heoz:z, 61.

pound, Soclal Oontrol

Through~,

Jurl.ti~

65.
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oategories.-1ndividual, public, and SOCi&1. 22
Interests are 01.8s1£ied as indiv1dual 1f they are
claims, demands, or desires involved immed1atel,. in the indiv1dual lite. and asserted in title to that life.

Basically they are

three;
(1) interests in personality- (lite, health, reputation.
.
,

etc.>s2) (2) interesta in domestie relations (clai_ of husband
and

Wite over each other- as against the world, relations ot PU'eIl

and

child etc.),24 and () interests ot sub,tanc., that la. cla

or

de~

asserted by individual. in title ot the indiVidual

economic existence (proper'b,., contra.ct, etc.).2.$'
Intereats are classlfied aa public it they "are cla1ll18
or demands or desires involved in lite in a politloally organized
SOCiety and asserted in title of that organization. a26 Bas1cally
22 For an itemized l1st of the Scheme ot Interesta se.
pound and Plucknett, Read1~S on the 1118 to17 and Sys tem ot the
Oommon Law, 465-466; '01' a Mil' explanatIon or-tliese Inii'res£s'
aee pouna, "A Surve,. ot Soc1al Interests,a Bar. L. Rev., LVII,

17-39.

--- -

---

, 2) See Roscoe pound, "Interests ot personality," Bar.
L. Rev., Cambrldge, XXVIII, February, 1915, 343-)65 and Marcn,r91~S""456J 11.1ao pound, Oont!!Eora;7 Juristic Theory, 62.

24 See Roscoe pound, "Ind1vidual Interests 1n Domestic
Relat1ons," M1ch. Iu Rev., Ann Arbor, XIV, Janu&r1. 1916, 177-196,
also Roacoe pound,"InU:rvidual Interests ot Substanoe--PrOm1sed
Advantages," Ifar. L. Rev., Oambridge, LIX, November, 194.5, 1-42.

- --

'25 See pound, Social Control lij;OU5h Law, 73: also
pound, Contemporw JuristIc Tlieorl, 6:!- _
26 See pound, Social Oontrol Thro~h Law, 69; also
pound, contem~orarz Juristic T6eo~, S9, ana pound, "A Survey ot
Social Interests,if !!!t. 1!. ite'!_, L II, 2.
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they include the interests of the state as a juristic person and
as the guardian of social interests. 27
Interests are social it the,. are "claims or demands or
de.1res involved in soolal 11te in oiv1lized society and asserted
in title ot that llfe".28

Historically, 800ial interests were

spoken ot at common law under the name ot "pu~lic polloy",29 and
in the cataloging ot aoeial/intereats of today the "public policies" ot cammon law form a 8011d basis.

As indicated betore, the

pr1ma;ry looial interest running through all legal thought 1s the,
social interest in .he general' •• cvlty.
the olatm Or want or demand; asserted in title ot social 11te in 01 Y1l1zed ,society and through the social
group, to be secure against thoae torma ot actio~ and
courses ot conduct which threaten its ex1stence. JO
This claim takes many forma, the simplest ot which Is

1nterest in the general s&tety_
and

Other forma are general peace

order and more recently general health and the security ot

acquisitions and transactions.)l
27 Por a more oomplete treatment see Roscoe pound, "A
Survey ot Public Interests," Har. L. ReV., Cambridge, LVIII
September, 1945, 909-929.
- -

28 See Pound, "A Survey ot Social Interest.," Har. L.
2; also pound, Social Oontrol Through~, 69:-- -

!!!., LVII,
LVII,

4.

--

29 Pound, "A survey ot Social Interests," Bar. L. Rev.,

-

-

30 Ibid. , 17.

-

31 Ibid. , 17. 18.

.30

poundllsts and explains tive other soeial intereats;.32
(1) The security ot social institutions (domestlc, rellgious, po-

lltical, economic);

(2)

cial l'esouroes,

general progress (economic, political, cultur-

(4)

general moralsJ (3) conservation of so-

al) I (5) the individual, moral, and soclal life, or in the individual. hum.an life.))
Such in outline are the soeial interests which
are recognized or coming to be recognIzed In modern
law. Looked at functionally, the law is an att~mpt
to satisty, to reconcile, to harmonize, to adjust
these overlapping and otten oontlloting olaima and
demands, ei ther through securing them directly and
immedlately, or through securing certain ind! vidual
interests, or through del1m1tatlons or compromise
01' individual interests, so as to give eftect to the
greatest total ot interests or to the interests that
weigh moat in our oi vllizatlon, wIth the leaat sacrifice of the scheme 01' interests as a whole.~
Valuation
The greatest difficulty under this theory of social interests is how to handle these claims, demands, and wants that
the indiVidual and social groups press upon lawmakers, jurists,
and administratiVe agencies.

For as a result 01' his observation

of facts and their interpretation, the jurist will have betore
him a mass ot data in the torm otstatistlcs, case histories and
$I

32 See Footnote 22

p. 28.

33 See pound, Criminal Justice

!a America, 8-9.

34 pound, itA Survey of Social. Interests," !!!:. 1. !!!!..,

LVII, .39. '
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so on, showing the effect of existing law upon men in society.
He can then, let it be admitted, by a technique of using statistical. data derived trom political science, economies, sociology, ."
and psychology, organize these facts in some way.' What will he
do with them after he has organised them?35

Certainly in the

field in wh10h it is agreed or settled what the law ought to
achieve

and

what results it ought to bring about, he might con-

ceivably do a great deal.

He might show whether the law is ef-

fective tor bringing about these results and suggest changes
which in the light of all the faots would increase its

.tfectiv~-

ness.
In the field, ,:tor instance, of liquor tratric, he might
devise some method of control which would be effeotive to achieve
what is agreed to be desirable, namely, a reasonable availability
of alcoholic beverages, tree at the abuses 01' drunkenness, vice
and crime; he might have a oertain law amended to prevent any
tendency or manifestation of these abuses whioh everybody, except
the few who would be benefitting by them, agrees is bad, or he

35 f.b1s d1:ttlculty has been raised by Morris R. Cohen,
in "Justice Holmes and the Nature 01' Law," col. ,&. Rev., XXXI
New York, 1931, 352, 357; Book Review ot Rueff's ttJrOm the parsical to the Social SCiences, tt Bar. I.,. Rev., XLIV, Cambridge
1929, 1149; "PlUlosophy and LeiiI' seience" Col. L. aev •• XXXII,
New York 1932, 110), 1117 and b7 Walter B. Kennedy, WP:rincip1es
or Fact.," ~. k. Rev., IV, Xew York, 1935, 5).

might decide that this end cannot be achieved by 1aw--or I to use
Pound'. mode of

expression-~he

might find that liquor oontrol was

outside the acope of legal action.

And

80

with other instances

where there 1s an agreement that certain things are undesirable,
or that a certain plece of legislatlon is to achieve a certain
definite purpose.

It is true that in suoh cases, the jurist

might show how some agreed evil praotice might be prevented, or
how the agreed etfect of the legislation might be attained.-but

onlY' where suoh agreement is present.
Outside of theae lImits, however, facts, regardless ot
how scientifioally they have been obtained, are .0£ themselves of
no avail; tor just as they do not organize themselves,
not evaluate themselves.

80

they do

The task has only begun when all the

facts about the operation of the legal system have been discovered and interpreted.
How can the gathering ot taots about the incidence ot

-the......-----

industrial accidents in Detroit of itself decide whether a statute
intended to shift the lOIS

~om

bitrary and unreasonable?

Or how can investigation Into the con-

dItions ot juvenile workers

~orker

~ _i_ts_e_l~t

to the employer Is ar-

decide whether a child labo

amendment to the Oonstitution is a good thing?

Admittedly the

gathering and interpretation ot suoh tacts 1s a prerequisite tor
deciding such questions, but the deCision is on the basia not ot
these facta but ot an opinion of what ought to be done about them.

\

.
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As Pound recognizes, some type of inventory of these
interests must be made, classified, and arranged according to
those recognized and those seeking recognition.

A selection must

then be made from this latter group to determine those which will
be given recognition.

Since it is pound's view that no cla1m can

be fully recognized 1n view of the limited material resources and
unlimited human vants, there must be a delimitation or restriction
in some way of all the recognized claims.

Finally, legal insti-

tutions must be devised to give etfect to these legally reoognized
clatms. 36

pound also realizes that in almost every step ot this

prooess the problem ot value arises.

For example,

~he

classifica-

tion at interests as individual, public, and social admittedly wa.
one ot convenience following Jhering's classification.;?
Betore prooeeding further, it is necessary to consider
some of the characteristios of these claims and how they must be
handled in order that pound's. process of evaluation may- be better
understood.
First: the legal order does not create these interests,
"it finds them pressing for security".38 It does, however, pertorm all the other functions mentioned above.

36 See pound, Contemporarl Juristic

Theory,

~9.

37 See pound, "A Survey of Social Interest",.'
Rev., LVII, 1.

-

38

pound, Social Oontrol

Through~,

68.

!!!!..

,&.

Cf. also

Seoond: claims or demands must be weighed and valued
on the f!lL"D.e plane.

nIf we put one as an individual interest and

the other as a sooial interef!lt we may deoi4e our qUestion in advance in our very way of putting it. ft39
1'h1rdt not every olaim must be put permanently in the
category of individual, public or SOCial.
For some pu.rposes and in some oonnec tiona it Is oonvenient to look at a given cla~ or desire or demand
from one standpoint. For other purposes or in other
connections it is convenient to look at the same olaim
or demand or the same types otoclaims or demands from
one of the other standpoints. 4
In general, and especially if the problems are oomplex, it is expedient to put claims or demands in their MOat generalized form,
that Is as 800ial interests, in order to oompare them. 41
Fourth: the legal order 1s limited in securing some
types of claims or interests.

For example, the redress tor a

stolen watch can be either recovery of the watch or the award 01'

pound, The Task of Law, 26; Pound, Social Control Throu6!: Law,
§oscO;-Pound~The End otLaw Is nevelopea In tegil~es
and Dootrines," Har. L. Rev., Cambridge, XXVII, January.. 1914,
23).
--- - ---

63-80;

LVII, 2.
LVII, 2.
LVII, 3.

-

39 Pound, "A Survey of Social Interests," Bar. L. Rev.,
See also pound, conte5!0rarz Juris tio Theorl. 7S":

40 Pound.

--

"A. S-wrve.,. ot Social Interests, tt Har. L. Rev ••
see also Pound, Social Oontrol Throp.&h 1t!!,~.

- -

41 Pound, tlA SUrveY' of Sooial Interests," Har. L. !!!!. ,

money damages to purchase a new one.

But generally money damages

cannot buy a good reputation destroyed by malicious libel.
With these ideas in mind, pound attempts to determine
certain canons tor valuing con£llcting and overlapping interests.
He begins by stating that we cannot demonstrate a measure ot
values as something
must abide. 42

eve~one

must accept and by which everyone

Philosophical jurisprudence has tailed to give us

a. solution.

philosophy has moved ahead of law
But sometimes philosophy has come atter legal development and done
no more than organize what haa been discovered in
practioe. • •• Now tor a season, philosophy is
neither leading nor organizing.
Sometimes

guiding its development.. ••

Th1s 1s not to say that law 1s without a set ot values.
Lawyers and courts have found a workable
, soheme.

Pragmatism has

offered a practical method tor the practical activity ot law.
Pound compares the values postulated or a.ccepted in modern systems
of law with the axioms and postulates of geometry-.

Although we

live in a curved universe. we use straight lines and planes since
they are near enough to the truth £or ou.r practical needs.

So

too, the values obtained from observation of legal and 80c1al

42
pound,

pound, Social Oontrol TOrouih

~.

108.

43 pound, oont~or:6t Juristio fheorl, 81.
!!! Introduction ~:::!. P~loso2nl ~ Law, 95-96.

Of. also

36

phenomena are sufticiently near the truth tor the practical purposes of law, even if we cannot prove them apodictiOally.44
If legal phenomena are sooial phenomena, observation and 8 tudy ot them as such may well bear tru1 t tor
sooial soience 1n general as well as tor jurisprudence.
Why should not the lawyer make a survey ot legal systems in order to asoertain just what claims or demands
or desires have pressed or are now pressing tor recognition and satisfaotion and how tar they l~ve been or
are now recognised and secured?45
Therefore the first method in evaluating and delimiting interests
is the test of experience.

It i. the finding ftby experience--by

trial and error and judicial inolusion and exclusion--what will
serve to adjust conflicting or overlapping interests."46
The 'second method is "valuing with reterence to the

Jural postulate. of oivilisation in the time and place. n47 Ac.
cOrding to pound, this i. the part reaaon plays with experience
in the determination of values.
Juris ta work out the jural pos tulates J the presuppositions as to relations and conduct ot civilized
society in time and place, and arrive in this way at
authoritative starting pOints tor legal reasoning.

44 pound, Sooial Oontrol
LVII, 16.

45 pound,

Thro~h~,

109.

"A Survey ot Sooial. Interests,"

46 pound, Social Control 'fhro:ugh!!!.!, 112.
ibid., 109-110.
47

-Ibid., 112.

.!!!!:. ,& • .!!!.,
See also

"'
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Experienoe is developed by reas~D on this basis and
reason is tested by experience.~
New olaims, adjusted claims, delimitation ot olaims,
reoognition of olaims are all measured by these jural postulates.
These jural postulates in themselves are olaims or "rights" in
the sense that they are reasonable expectations based upon experienoe, presuppositions ot oivilized SOCiety, or are the moral
sentiments ot the oommunity ot the type of oonduct expected in
civilized sooiety.

These "reasonable expeotations'· are natural

or moral rIghts and when backed by law become more reasonable in
their expectancy henoe more "natural", while at the same tIme they
now become legal rights.

Note that natural rights are merely in-

terests which society at the specifio time and place felt ought to
be secured. 49

It i8 by this method that Pound also secures the

interests whioh have been reoognized and delimited, namely, by
attributing to the one who asserts them what we oall legal rights.
These postulates therefore answer all questions ooncerning valuation.

They are the most general ideas controlling

the praotioal thought of the members of society.

They are not to

be judged true or talse; they are only assumptions whose ter.ms
dictate oertain logioal oonsequences.

48 Ibid.
49 See pound, l!!!

-

Sp11"1 t

They are "presuppositions

.2! !2!

Common.&!!, 92.
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ot life in oivilized sooietywh1ch people take for granted in
in their everyday life so that the law seems to give effect to
them as presuppositions ot the legal order.~SO
The third method of evaluating conflicting claims is
found in Ita received, traditionally, authoritative idea of the
sooial order and henoe of the legal order, and of what legal institutions and doctrines should be and what the results of applying them to controversies should be. uS1
More and m.ore in the ordering of' oondu.ct • • •
the law relies today on standards rather than on
rules. • •• Application of standards and Int$r...
pretatlon are done with reference to received ideals,
authoritative pictures ot the 80cial order which are
as much a part of law as rules and prinoiples and
conceptions and technique • .5 Z
.
,
All three methods are similar.

A9tually, the "received

ideals" spoken of 1n the third method are
the jural. postulates.

pr~bably

identical with

possibly the notion of "received ideals"

was added to give increased stability to his system. in opposition
to legal realism.
Despite his search for stability, however, he still
maintains that sinoe the sooial order is undergoing continual

32.

----

$0

Roscoe pound, .............
New Paths --.
of the .......-...
Law, Lincoln, 1950,

$1

pound, Sooial Control Through

$2

pound,

cont~orarz

k!!, 118.

JuristiC Theory, 82.
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change, we will never be able to formulate an ideal which all
will accept; moreover, this tact ot change has prevented the
formulation of jural postulates the universal validity ot which
may be assured.

CHAPTER III

EVALUATION DIFFICULTIES
Thus tar we have seen that in any given society its
legal system represents an attempt to adjust the interests ot indiViduals with eaoh other and with the interests asserted on behalf of society and the state, ldth the least possible disturb-

ance to the whole scheme ot inter$sta.

Therefore an ordered.

scheme ot interests ot any society to whioh the law must give effect, must be possible and necessary.
observation ot the

~

The first step must be the

_t_a_c_t_o claims, demands, or interests.

From

this oomprehensive picture the jurist must draw out, by as impersonal a synthesis as possible, the fundamental principles concerning human conduct whioh substantially all the phenomena presuppose.

Such interests in their generalized torm are already

part of the scheme ot interests in which the particular civilization is manitest, and the conflict ot interests must, therefore,
be resolved by choosing that solution which will do least injury
to the scheme ot interests as a whole.

These fundamental princi-

ples or generalized torm ot interests are what Pound calls the
Jural postulates.

They are explanations of substantially all

actual claims.

40

Being drawn not only .trom tha.t small corner 01'
the field of social phenomena which we call the legal
order but trom the entire f1eld, the,. are not m.erely
a rationalization 01' the legal status quo. They are
rather 'a gauge of: the actual achieVement of the law
by reference to the totality Of human claims in a
given 800iety at a given time.

"The,. are working postulates not

Therefore they are not so much postulates ot law as postulates

-

tor law.

01' what law is but

what men of a given society want law to do.- 2
The next step 1s a construction of a schame of de
tacto claim.8# demands, or interests asserted in a given civilization and in h.ar1UollJ with the jural postulates.

Since the jural

postulates are merely working hypoth.ses# they will remain until
changes in civIlization show them to be no longer applicable.
Meanwhile tbe,. are to be put to the practical
work of bringing the legal institutions 01' a partic~
ular soc1ety into a condition 01' ba:r'.mon,. with the
jural postulates and therefore into a condition ot
harmony with :the actual demands made by men 1n that
society.)
This "practical work" tor Pound was the construction 01'
the scheme 01' individual, publio, and social interests.
The tinal step is an analysis of interests conflioting

-

in a given case and reference 01' the conf11ct to the whole 80heme
1 JulIus stone, The Province and Function ot Law,
Sydne,.. 1946, )60.
-2

:3

-Ibid.
Ibid.

-

ot interests tor a solution.
tion ot a particular case will

Since the interests conflict, solug1 ve

legal ettect to part ot the

scheme at the expense ot another part.

The task

ot the jurist

is to render such a solution with the least amount ot triction
or di s turbance to the scheme as a whole.

'I'M s is what Pound

means by "social engineering."
It 1s well to note the order which 1 t seems Pound proposes the settling ot claims.
tacto claims.

-

Pirst, the collection ot all de

Seoond, the setting up ot jural postulates based

upon social phenomena as a whole and not merely the legal aspect

ot such phenomena.

Third, construction ot a soheme ot de facto

claims to bring sooiety in harmony with these Jural postulates.
Fourth, an analysiS ot claims in accordance w1 th the scheme tor
solution.

Under this Bcheme the claims are catalogued but not

systematized until atter the formulation ot the postulates.
Moreover, they are dralm btom SOCiety as a whole.
Whether this is Pound's thought in the matter may be
debated.

For example:

It 1s not until the second halt ot a century
that what prove to be its characteristic modes ot
thought .tand out detin! tely • • • Maniteatly one
cannot speak wi th as surance as to how we are in
the end to value competing and overlapping interests in the present century. But some part ot the
path ot the juristiC thought at tomorrow is already
apparent. • •• I suspect that the idea will prove
to be cooperation towards oivilization. But I oannot pretend that I draw this from the a.ctual phe-
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nomena 01' the legal. order and JudicIal process Wi th
the same assurance Vl"£li'Which I can a:raw tne Ideal.
of fl'ee competltive individual .elf-assertion trom
the phenomena of the
order
iUdiClal
oes~ (as one may call
of the nine eent1'i cen u-

litfl

and

PtO-

1'''1-

Are the postulates drawn from the legal order or from
social phenomena as a whole?

Are solutlons of conflicts based

upon jural postulates or are postulates drawn from solutions?
It Is conceivable that a serles ot the saae type ot claim could
change the postulate, whioh in turn would change recognition ot
claims.

Yet, as Pound says, there 1s more to the formulation ot

a postulate than merely counting noses.

still, claims are an in-

dication 01' the direction toward which "civi11zation" is tending.
Less than ten pages later he remarks:

It (the legal protession) cannot stand still
until the aocial or4e~ .ettl.. down tor a time in a
condition of stabIlIty in which its jural postulates
can be recogni.ed and formulated and the principle.
derived trom them can be received into the autho~i
tattve guide. to determination 01' controv.rsies.~
This maY' seem to be merel,. a
en or the egg!"

C&.8 01'

·which oame firat,

the

chick

This order has been taken in regard to the jural.

postulates, however, because it seems that two important conclusions which pound himself intended necessarily tollow.

mine.

4 pound, Social Oontrol 1'br0!5h.&!!, 126, 127; italics

5 Ibid., 13.3,1)4. See also Powers, "Some Rei'lectiona
on Poundts JurIsprudence ot Intereata," Oath. U. L. Rev., III,
10-26.
---- - - ---
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First, since the postulates have been drawn from the
entire .field

or

socl.p.l phenomena and not merely t"rom the legal

portion of It J changes or addt tions to them can come t"rom sources
other than legal.

Without this possibilIty it would seem that

changes in jural postulates would be imposs1ble--a position which
Pound is unwilling to adm! t.

It also enables jural postulates to

be kept SOlIlewhat apace (although they must always be behind) and

in h.armOny With ftci vilization".
Secondl,., it assumes that the postulate. are prior in
n&.ture and in t1..."11e to the claim 8ince they. are presupposi tions

upon which the claims are based.

While relatl vely unimportant

tor an anal,.sis of Jural poa:tulates as an indication of what and
how societ'y1n the recent past reviewed "internal. and external.
nature, tf this distInction is or importanoe in determin1ng changes
in postulate. or the tor.mulation of additiopal ones.

Needless to

say neither assumption solves the problem of valuation in the
postulates tbemaelves but removes several d1rtloultlee to which
Poundts theory would be subjected.

By rar the greater portion ot any oritioism whioh can be
leveled at Pound's theory must be directed toward bis theory ot
valuation.

Three difficultles--the idea of cIv1.l1zatlon, the

postulates, and the olaims themselvea--wh!ch ot their very nature
must now trom any attempt to solve problems ot evaluat10n on any
other basis than that ot absolute values, immediately present

45
themael ves.
The task of law Is, aocording to pound, to maintain
and further clV111zation.

The Ideal ot oivilization Is "the

raising ot human powers to their highest possible unfolding, ot
the ma.x1mwI. human control over external. nature [th1ngs] and over
internal nature [ourselves] for human purpos ••t.6

The

assumption

here seema to be tbat it is impossible tor civilization to do
anything but progress.
!he o'1!'f tor bringing law into b.armony wi th the
oonditions ot the times alsumes that the law will be
better law when this baa been done. That tacit assumption 1s justified 80 long as 'good law' 18 defined as law which 1. 1n hal'mony with the conditions
ot the times. But it there have been, and are, as
tew will deD7, retrogressive oivillzationa, that Is,
civilizations whioh have moved in time from a higher
level to a lower level ot powers over internal and
external nature, it must be obvious that the prooess
ot bringing their law into harmony w1 th their 1& tel'
Itate ia a process ot degradation ot the law trom the
level ot harmony with a higher to that ot a lower civilization. Though a betterment 1n the sense ot the
pragmatist definition, it 1s not a betterment in the
sense of more etteot! vely maintaining, .furthering. and
transmitting powers over internal and external nature. 7

As Father Lesutte

10

apt17 remarked: "Thus a govern-

ment ot people steeped in the opium habit would be 1'l18.lntaining
a 80und

legal order in the· view 01' tn. sooiological jurista, it

6

Pound, Social Control !hroS5h Law, 132.

7 Julius stone, itA Critique ot Pound'l Theory 01'
Justlce, ft !2!!'&. !!!., XX • .$45, 546.
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it produoed enough opium to keep the people satedu8
This view is not tar-tetohed.

Someone has remarked

that Pound's theory was so flexible that society wa.s permitted
to do everything but com:m1 t suioide.

One wonders what there is

in suoh a soheme that would keep a suioidal-bent sooiety alive.
What ourative can such a theory otter to a sooiety whose Kmoral
sentiments" apparently demand suoh legislation and solutions to
sooial problems as easy divorce laws and sterilization laws?
Suoh are the advanoe sj'lUptoms 01' death present in a society gasping ever more weakly that it cannot d1e.

They 1ndioate a society

which values and determines wants 1n their immed1ate subjectivity.

That Pound does not advooate this is probably true.

That

suoh laws are an indioation ot it 1. a180 true.
It may be questioned also whether, in any system in
whioh one finds the souroe 01' law in human wants or demands, civilization progresses when as many ot them as possible are satistied.
Pound states that "tor the purpose ot understanding the
law ot today. I am content wi th a picture 01' sati.tying as much
of the whol.e body 01' human wants as we may with the least saor1-

t10e".9

8 Francis P. LeBut.fe,S.J. and James V. Hayes, The
Am$rican Pb11oBoPAl ~ .!!!!!. 4th, New York, 1941, 1.$3.
-

98-99.

9

pound,

~
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wants do not bear an essential relatlo..h1p to clvl1isatlon or law.
Admitting ttatbuman wants and demands bear some
relation to lal.lT. we are inclined to think that this
view leads to a cuJ. de sao. All actl vi t;y springs
from life's divers demands, wishes. etc •• and the
law bears no unique relationship to them. • • •
wants in t~emaelves are impulses to action not ends
ot action. The,. become ends when that whioh will
satisf;y them is subject to rational considerat1on. 10
Moreover, where the degree of Justice consists in the
degree to which wants are satisfied, it seems there would be no
injust10e in taking care that embarrassing wants do not arise.
Nor 18 the theor,. muoh better it wants are in...
terpreted to inolude potential or possible ones.
Then the aim would be to oreate as ma.ny' want. as
posaible in order to aatiaf;y them. It is by no
means obvious that a lite full ot many wants all ot
whioh oan be aatistied is better than a well ordered lite with aimple and noble ends. Pla to' s de...
soription of the democratlc man whose unlimited appetites are subject to no rules rises to disquiet
us. l l
With no goals in view it would be diftloult to guide
soclety towards the furtherance ot anything.
whether civl11zatlon ia progressing?

How do.. one tell

Ia it automatic with time?

Are we to leave clvilization'. advancement to the pragmatlc hit
and miss method, hoping that our move of two steps ronaN toda,.
1s not merely a

p~eparatlon

tor the s11d. of three steps backward

10 E. T. }utchel1, "Soclal Ideals and the Law, n The
Philosophioal Review, New York, XLVI, March, 19.37, 122, 123:-11

!!!.!!., 123.
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tomorrow--&s happened in other eases, such as in education, when
pragmatic tolderol entirely replaced ultimate objectives?

Some-

one bas admirably expressed the pragmatio conception ot progress
as the condition of "not knowing where we al'e going but glad to
be on our way".

'1'h1s may be appealing as a very temporary ex-

pedient and for a very short trip, but law is a permanent directive ot society and society's Journey is as long as the lite ot
manldnd.

It 18 not our puz-pose

he~

to discuss the questIon ot

whether law should or should not be progressive.

It seems that

Pound would 11ke to think ot law as an ald in shaping the future
of society and of "furthering civilisation".

The lack of uni-

versal norms, however, necessarily prevents this.

Under the

poundlan theory one must conclude that just as in economics wage
rates always lag behind price rises, 80 too. ot its very nature
as society's handmaid, law must necessarily be the millstone
about the neck of society •• progress.

Despite poundfs probable

objection, this 18 the natural result of the theai. of pragmatism.
Now the t jus t' becomes mere17 the expedi ent in '
adapting the legal order to the social and economic
structure. The legal rule-enunc!.. E.a in-i deoIsIon
becomes 'Sut a tworking hypotheSis t whioh will be
demonstrated experimentally to be sound or unsound •
.The rul..e w1ll be jus t or unjus t a8 its coneequenoea
reveal.J.Z

12 Fowler Vincent Harper, "Some Implioations of Juriatie pragmatism," ~ I~ternat10nal Jour~ ~ Eth1~~, XXXIX.
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soientif1c method oan tell us only what men th1nk

~

What is

to be good.

ty 18 unknowable.

!!_ta~o_t_o

objeotlvely good or bad tor socie-

A deoision i8 just it it 1s in aocordance with

a just law; and a law 1s just it it i8 in acoordance With wha.i
people think isjust.
A.s indicated before, under such a soheme we oan no
longer hold unalienable these rights expressed in the Declaration

ot Independenoe, nor any other rights tor that mattel'.

pound

agrees:

it in tm:l field ot human conduct or in any human relation the law, with suoh maohinery a8 it has,lTll'l1B.y satisty a social want without a disproport1onate sacrifioe
ot other claims, there is no eternal limitation inherent
in the nature of things, there ar. no bounds imposed at
oreation to stand in the way ot doing 80.• 1.3

xreilkamp, in a rather recent article, sums up Pound's
position thus:
For all hi. talk about the philosophy of law and a
natural law theory ot law, what Pound is proposing 1s
real11 more a technique than a philoBopb7. He is oloser
to the analytioal school than be thinks. Where they contined jurisprudenoe to the amoral. technique 01' appl71ng
an arbitrarily given law i.suing from the ruler, POWld
contines 1 t to the qui te-aa-amoral technique ot applY'''
ing an arbitrarilY' gly~ eet ot moral and social ideals
i.suing tram .ool.ty.~

1929, 269.

ot.

Natural LaW,"

97-98.
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Karl Krellkamp, "Dean pound and the Immutable
New York, XVIII, lfovember, 1949, 178.
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In addition to the difficulty imposed by pragmatism
regarding the evaluatlon at the "idea ot clvilization", taere is
alao the d1.fticulty in the evaluation ot the jural postulates.

In order for a legal right to ves t in a cla1iaant. the ola1m. Interest, or demand must conform or be consistent with the jural
postulates then in vogue.

Since the jural pos;ulates are pre-

suppositions derived not from all but from substantially all the
"de facto" claims, their formulation
involve. a judgment aa to what the preponderant mass
ot claims presuppose, and oonversely, as to what
claims may be ignored because ot this preponderanoe.
This cannot be made wi thout the interTent10n ot a
value judgment drawn trom outslde the Whole body ot
de fae to claims .1>
-.;;..;.;..;...;;..;.
Horeover, at what point do jural postulates become
postulates?

Are they mere expansions at other jural postulates?

It is becoming more and more evident that the civilization ot the time and place presupposes.OIle tu:rther propositions wh1~ it is by no means easy to
formulate, since the eontlict ot interests involved
has by no means been so thoroughly adjusted that one
may be reasonably assured ot the bt!ls upon which
the adjustment 10g1cally proceeds.
To what nru.at these proposl tiona be adjusted?

Kot to

the scheme of individual, public and social interests, ainee such

February, 1925, 6)-11.
lS

!2!!. .&. 1l!!.,
16

stone, "A Cr1t1qu.

~t

Pound'. Theory of

XX, Sq.6-.$41 •

Pound, social gontrol

Just1~e."

.
Tbr~

Law, 11.$.
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interests must first conform to the jural postulates to obtain
legal recognition. 17

To the advancing civilization?

what is civilization advanoing?
cated?
than

Toward

How is the advancement indi-

Have the claims been recognised under an interest other

social and now should be reevaluated under the heading of

social interest?

!be third difficulty in evaluation applies to Pound's
scheme of interests as a whole. especially social interests, and
the application of his criterion in a particular case.

What is

the norm for determining one social interest to be at greater or
~ess

value than another so that the tsocial engineer' in solving

a controversy may do so with a mdnimum ot 'friction and waste'?
"For some purposes and in some connections it is convenient to
look at a given claim or demand or desire from one standpOint.
For other purposes • • • trom. one ot the other standpOints [indiVidual, publiC, or sOCiall. n18
pOints"?

What determines these nstand-

Are there any individual or public interests ot greater

weight than a oonflicting 80clal !nterest?

Is a social interest

greater than any sum ot indivIdual or public interests?

Row 1s

17 ftSooial interests are, or are evidenced by, or are
derived from--I am not quite sure what Pound means to say.-public
policies." Edwin W. patterson, "Pound 1 s Theory of Social Interests," InterEretation of Modern LeSal Ph11QSO~h1eS--Essa~s in
Honor .2! Ho.coe PounQ ea. PaUl Sayre, Rew YOI' , 1l'J47, 5:5 • LVII, 2.

--

18 pound. "A Survey of Social Interests," Bar. L. Rev.,

-

this determined?

Where the same social interest is involved,

and one group demands its existence while the other demanda its
prohibition, is there any basis upon which a solution can be
rendered?

Is. there anything intrinsic to the claims, wants, or

desires themselves which would place one want or olaim above another?
philosophers have devoted muoh ingenuity to the d1scovery of some method of getting at the intrinsic importance ot various interests, so that an absolute
formula may be reached in accordance wherewith it may
be assured that the weightier interests intrinsioally
shall prelail. But I am skeptical ot an absolute
judgment. 9
The only check on what might be called "injustice" with regard to
the selection of certain olaims or interests over others seems to

be SOCiety itselt.

When pre.ented with the problem ot recognizing

and tixing lim! ts to claims, he remarks t
Conceivably this may be done arbitrarily. But
arbitrary adjustments of interests do not maintain
themselves. •• Ultimately recognition ot interests and del1mitation of those recognized is done
in aocordance with an established measure ot values. 20
The only reason seems to be, 'it works', and no one is

particularly interested nor 1s there any way ot determining why
it worked or whether some other solution would have worked better
or more effioiently_

"Despite pronouncements of self-styled

19 pound,!!!
20

Introduotio~

pound, Socj,al Control

12 2

philosophl .£!.

ThroU~h ~.

79-80_

~,
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realists, despite the ri •• of absolutism in many parts at the
world, we maY' sa7 as paul 41d to

Timothy

twe know that the law is

good if a man use it lawfully' .n21
It might be noted that Judge Frank in interpreting
Pound on this point objects to the rigId and "unreal" dichotomy
betwe.en one portion ot law which requires the applIcation ot abstract prinoiples (namely, for the categorizing of a particular
claim) and another portion whioh dem&l'lda a certain individualization in the solution by a atu4y'ot the tacta whlch difterentiate this contlict ot tnteHsts fitom others.

But lite does not so nicely as Pound assumes,
d1vide itself into cases at 'individual human livest
and caaes ot 'intel'lests. of substances. t 'Human
conduct' and the 'secUl'lity ot acquisitions' do not
come in neat and sepaft.te bundles. The '80cial Interest in the security ot tran.actiona' inevitably
becames entangled with 'the social tntel'lest ln the
individual clatm to tree assertion'. Which teohnique then is to govern, that ot individualIzation
or thatot authoritative conceptions prescribed in
advance and mechanieally appliedt 22
.
Frank then demande "gradations and degree,

ot t1xity

and tlex1billty._23

'his is rather a strict interpretation ot pound--a
literal reading of his words rather than viewing them in the

21

213.

22 Jerome Frank,

23

!!..&!:!,
!e! !e! Modern

Pound, Justice .icoord.1l!f5

-Ibid.

~
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spirit of his entire thought.

Pound would probably agree with

Frank as to degrees of flexibility.

"Law must be stable but oan-

not stand still."24 Admittedly, too, there is a diffioulty in
oategorizing certain claims.

But pound, in attempting to give

flexIbility to his system has not only been a proponent of individualIzation in judicial decisions,25

but has indicated vari-

ous ways claims, interests, and demands can be approached. 26
While it is true that these methods apply more to the application
of the law than to valuation itself, yet valuation is concerned
to the degree that the judge or lawmaker is permitted some discretion in fixing the category under whioh the type of interest
falls.

What there is in Poundts system, however, to guide the

Judge or lawmaker in exeroising this disoretion, is the more
basio problem which Frank naturally ignores.
Selection and recognition of claims and interests, we
are told, is to be such so as to least impair

~he

scheme of in-

terests as a whole; or to state it positively, so as to effectuate the soheme ot interests as a whole.

But what meaning is to

be attached to the words "least" and "most"?

24 pound, .-.-.
New paths .................
of the
~. ~.

25 ct.

LaW, 1 •

~

Roscoe pound, "Individualization of Justice,"

Rev., New York, VII, May, 1938, 153-166.
26

cr.

Rev., LVII, 23.

-

Do they indicate a

-

Pound, "A Survey of Social Interests," Har. L.
Cf. also supra 32-33.

-
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counting of hea.ds. or d.o they point rather to a. greater intrinsic
signifioance of some parts of the scheme of interests?

Oertainly

something more MU8t be involved than mere arithmetical oomputation; yet if

80me

interests have a greater inherent value than

others, pound is once again faoed with the problem of absolute
values. 27
While in no plaoe doe8 Pound seem to subscribe to the
theory of morality by the majority, nowhere does he deny this
prinoiple, and it would seem to follow necessarily and logically
from his philosophy.

He oritioizes the realists, whom he charao w

tertzes as give-it-up philosophers. for merely collecting sooial
and legal facts without doing anything with them:
a scienoe of law must be more than a descriptive inventory. There must be selection and ordering of the
materials so as to make them intelligible and useful.
Atter the actualities of the legal order have been
Observed and recorded, it remains to do something
with them. 28
For pound. it would be the construotion of jural postulate., but
it anything more than ,the oounting ot noses is involved, he tails
to indioate it.

As a matter of tact Poundts theory has, somewhat

unjustly, been subjeoted to the 8ame oritioism that he leveled

27 Of. stone, "A critique of pound's Theory of Jus·
tice," Iowa L. Rev., XX, 547.

-28-Rosooe
- Pound, "A Call For a Realistic Jurispru--

dence,1t Har. L. Rev., Cambridge, XLIV, March, 1931, 697.

-

at thereallsts. 29
The question of valuation and instability is
by modern proponents ot the poundian point of view.
there is no
itself and

p~oblemJ

henc~

~ecogn1zed

To some

to others, the problem is intrinsic to law

insoluble.

It it be said that pound's theory ot social interests introduoes unoertainty into the law, the answer is that to a cO~8id.rable extent the uncertainty is there already.}'
John WU answers the question as to the certainty and

definiteness that the theory ot sooial interests can give to law
in similar fashion.

He places before his readers the hypotheti-

cal objection that such a theory may leave too much room tor so,

lutionsbased on the whims and caprices ot jurists, and tends to
subject individual rights to the indetinite and vague considerations ot social interests.

He oonoludes that suoh is probably

the case but that it cantt be helped.

Even it all the cases

could be anticipated to their minutest details and the statutes
were such that every case w0111d be unequivocally covered by them:
Who is going to guarantee that all future judges will
at all tollow our commands, or that they will not misapply our rules, or even that they will have enough
imagination to enable them to identity the situationa
that we have antiCipated and comml tted to wrl ting wi th

29

ct. E. V.

Pound. 1t Miami ,&.

~.,

Walter, "The Legal Ecology of Roscoe

Miami, IV, Febr'Uary, 19.50, 178-207.

30 patterson, "Pound's Theory ot Soc1al Interests,"
Interpretations, 569.
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those which actually arise before them?31
Certainly it is difficult to see how Poundts theory
will alleviate these difficulties.

Nay more, as stone has point-

ed out, the theory ot interests also assumes that there is a
definite period of time and a definite area ot space in which all
the social aspects of lite have a certain homogeneity.

It also

assumes the possibility of finding one set of jural postulates .
and the human minds tor properly framing them. 32
Actually, the avowed purpose ot pound's "scientific approach to law" was so to categorize law within the framework ot
the "jural postulates ot civilization" as to preclude the whims
and caprioes of judges, while at the same time leaving the law
flexible enough for their discretion and individualization.

WU,

however, seems to answer the question "Isn't law uncertain, subject to the whims of judges and unprotective of basic rights?1t
with the flat answer ttYes, but 1t's necessary; law 1s naturally
that way.1t

Either pound has not attained his objective, or WU,

praising him for the very fault his system was designed to aVOid,
his misread Pound's intentions.

31 John C. H. Wu, nThe juristic Philosophy ot Roscoe
pound," Ill. L. Rev., XVIII, )01-302. Whether this is Dr. Wuts
p~esent pOlitlon-ri highly questionable; he has since embraced
the scholastic position ot natural law.

-----

---

The Province and Function ot Law, 365-368.
32 stone, ..............
.......
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According to WU, aocial psychology can guarant.. certainty in applying pound' a theo17.

Wh1le abhorring the humbug

01' those who tdentity justlce and the majority, he states that

public opiniQn will determine the content ot such general notions

a8 "police power", "public policy" f "natw.-aJ. law", etc.

'!'his is

true, he olaims, because the psychological state 01' the people
will deteP.m1ne the possibIlity 01' entorcement.

Sinoe the possi-

bility 01' enforcement determine. the valldity 01' positive law,
it follows tba't objeotivity and certainty are aohieved through
publ1c opinion.33

In addition to a circuitous way of a.sar-ting that might
makes right, Wu. bas tuled to put ar1"T ttcontenttt into the idea
ttpubllc opin1ontt •

tactor in

p~tt1ng

Moreover, it public op;tnion 1s the determining
oontent in these general notions by supplying

specific want., cltdma, and, demands,
The politiolan can hardly be blamed it he estimates demands in terms 01' letters and telegrama, nor
the judge, 1t he keeps his ear to the ground to catch
the public clamor. Those who demanc nothing will get
nothing; those who want little will get little; those
who make extravagant claims will get les8 than they
demand but more than they dese~.. A need ot which
the people 1s not conscious can hardl:y be oounted, and
one which l'4unexpressed will not 11kely be given consideratlon. J

!!!.

~.

33 WU, nThe Juristic Philosophy of Roscoe pound,"
Rev., XVIII, 295-303.
'~

ot

E. T. Mitohell, "Soclal Ideals and the Law," The

Philosophical Review, XLVI, 122.

-
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pound, ot course. would not subscribe to this pressure
theor,. ot government, yet it seems that that would be the direction towards which his system logically tends.
Paul sayre, in his biography, not only-sees no problem
in this uncertainty and instability but characterizes it as an
attribute ot treedom.
Pound retuses to sa,. what social interests should
be preferred to others.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
In refusing to fix ends of law in a rigid sense,
Pound preserves essential freedom. • • • By retusing
to give an ultimate end tor the law (except tor the
technique ot his engineer1ng approach and his inter-t
mittent recognition and his non-rigid recognition ot
the jural postulates ot civilization) he gives vigorous and dependable adherence to a true liberty in a
dependable and objective sense by his pragmatiC test
ot including all the social interests with the least
waate. 3!>
The preterence ot certain interests and claims over
others ia tor changing civ11izations to determine.

These de-

terminations are baaed in lapge part upon the actual claims presented to the courts and the psychological and moral motives ot
those who administer the law, according to Sayre.
But it seems these motives could conceivably run the
gamut from the nature ot man whose ultimate destiny is heaven to
setting out of the right side ot the bed in the morning.

Such

i. the treedom that oan lead to intolerance. injustice and ulti-

35 Paul Sayre, !he Lite of Roscoe pound, Iowa City,
1948. 345, 347.
- -
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ma tely slavery.

This is the very freedom which pOWld b.im.sel1'

recognized and vigorously condemned as oharacterlstio 01' the
nineteenth century.
A

final point might be mentioned here regarding one 01'

pound's basio assumptions, namely, that law arises trom the oonfliot 01' wants and interests.
identity the

te~

This assumption has merit it we

law oompletely and exclusively with the decislon

in a speclfl0 case.

However, beyond the bare necessities 01'

lite wanta are not a natural endONaent.
ing

They emerge with Widen-

experience, as the tastes tor luxuries or .usia, or they can

be created artiticlally, as agitators and advertl.era well know.

Therefore the solution ot contliets about them must-necessarily
come tram norms already established.
Horeover, as f1mashef1', taking a more oreative view of
law, bas pointed out, law is not neoessarily but only accidentally the product of contliets:
That conflicts are trequently oonducive to the
t.r.mulatlon 01' norma and to olear reoognition ot
values 1s obvious) but logically values oome first
and contlicts around tbem .econd. Consequently
noms may be formulated with direot regard to value.
to be promo. ted betore any connict si tuatlons arlse.
Legislation 01' the soclal reform type (e.g. Hew Deal)
and law promulgated by revolutionary governments is
clearly ot that type • • • its function 18 not to
prevent disorder or stop disorder but to create order
01' a specified type; not to settle conflicts but to
mold. conditions ot wua8n co-existence in aooordanc,~
with an explicitly or implicitly reoognised i48&1.3O

36 II. S. Timashett, "Fundamental. Problems in the
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Pound lightly brushes such criticism aside.

Such ob-

jections may pose theoretical difficulties; but as a practical
matter, the measure of values which the legal order is using and
has been using successfully for the past half century has been
the social engineering theory he advocates.

Legal history testi-

ties to a continually wider reoognition ot wants, claims, and interests, a more etfective securing of social interests, a constant.ly more complete elimination ot friction and waste in the
enjoyment of the goods at ex1atence--In short, a continually
better, more effectIve method ot social engineering.

These re-

sults have been achieved regardless, or even in spite of, the
tact t.h.at the philosophy behind the method maY' still be obscure.
Hence Pound easl1y dismisses any discussion of valuation difticul t1.s • For,
Jurists are perceiving what it 1s that the legal
order has to do and has been dOing, even it we have
no olear theOI7 ot it. It _,. be that we can expect
no more than an ox-ganizing legal philosophy to g1 v.
ue a critique at what we nov see we have been doing
and how we do it. Be this as it may, to the proposItion that we cannot arrive at a measur. ot values, we
may anawer that we have found one, and a very workabJ.e one, wb.ttther we can prove its philosophioal validity or not.37

Sociolog7

or

Law':" !!. Oath.

~.

!!!.!., II, Chicago, 1941, 245.

37 Pound cont"22r~ Juristic Theorl, 73-74. ct.
also Ibid., 75-76, Al.8z; poun~An IntroductIon to the PhilosoE.& ~ taw, 98-99.
- -

OHAPTER IV
ROSCOE POUND AlfD l'HE NATURAL LAW - HIS
OONTRIBUTIONS TO JURISPRUDENCE

Pound's method is essentially and adm1tte4J:y pragmatic.
He saw in its SY8t_ treedom trom the :rigid adherence to past authority whether that authority be the Ohurch or rea.on itself
tram Which laws were established. or in the application ot tne

law 1 t8el1' ot the rule ot stare deoiai.l which was otten pualled
to the extreme.

Jurisprudence did not take into consideration

the myriad changes ot social. and industrial relations.

With the

inventions ot automobiles, airplanes, radlo, and television new
rules were needed.

There was otten the manitest inclination to

drive a maxta or a detinition to its dr71y 10g1cal extreme with
total. disregard ot the consequences.

In ahort, law was consider-

ed something apart tram lite.
Being scientific as 8. meana toward an end, it
['law] nmot be judged by the results it achieves, not
b7 the niceties ot i t9 intemal structure; 1 t must

1 Non-technically stare deolsis means the use of former decisiona involving similar facEs &8 !ne basis tor a present
adjudioation. In pound'. ear17 career the finality ot these decisiona was otten exaggerated, leading to many injustices.
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be valued by the extent to which it meets its end,
not by the beauty of its logioal prooesses or the
striotness with whioh its rules prooeed from the
dogmas it takes tor its toundation. 2
pragmatism supplied this need, and in so tar as it
placed its emphasis on the needs of mankind by obtaining facts,
balancing interests, and attempting to weigh values, jurisprudence is indebted to Pound and other pragmatists.
Law had reaohed a s1m11ar s tul titied result wi th 1 ts
emphasis on individual liberty.

The status

iUO

ot individualiSlll

wi th its obvious hardShips and injustices was admittedly undeslra

ble.

Admittedly too, judioial decisions regarding individualism

were maintained in order to give law a necesBarr stability.
type ot judicial discretion had to be proVided tor.
security do not mean security ot
aoquisition.

Man

oppo~tun1ty

Some

Justioe and

tor tree oompetitive

is social as well as individual.

It is through

cooperation together with individual effort that he can best se-

cure those wants and desires which lIberty ot itself cannot give.
Once again law must be adapted to the realities ot lite--a lite
ever changing whose wanta are ever new.

Freedom 1s allegedly

maintained in the Poundian system by refusing to tix detini te
ends to law. 3

2

VIII, 605"

- --

pound, ftHechanical Jurisprudence," Col. L. Rev.,

3 ct. supra, $6, n. 35.

-

~
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It 18 not poundta conceptlon of law, however, that it
must be contlnually ohanging.

"Law must be stable but 1 t must

not stand 8tl11.-4 In recent years with the rlse of the realistlc school of jurisprudence whiCh has been flouting the need
for stability 1n the social order, Pound has focused his attentIon on the first element, the sta.bl1lty of law.

Moz-e and more

too, he seems to realise the Inadequaoy of pragmatism to pl'ovide
it.

The mere aocumulation of faots ls not enough.

In oriticiz-

Ing the ;realists he write8l
Palthtul portrayal of wbat the courts and lawmakers do 18 not the whole task of the scienoe of
law. One of the oonspicuous actuali tles ot the
legal order is the impossibility of divoroing what
they do from what the7~ought to do or what the,.
teel they ought to do.~
Of course tor Pound, consistent with his pragmatiC philosophy, the ethical element is the satisfaction of a claim Itself. 6
At varlous times pound has oonsldered at some length
the doctrine of natural law.

In so far as he Identlfies it with

the meohanioal Kant1an1stlc ooncept, he has rejected 1t.

How-

ever, he has made some references to 16th and 17th century natur

&.

4

pound, ............
New paths* of
the Law, 1 •
_ ........... ...........,.

$

pound, "A Call for a Realistic Jurlsprudence," Har.

!!y., XLIV, 700.

------

6 see sayre, !he Llte ot Roscoe pound, 3$1-352.
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law concepts wh1ch have led some to believe that he i.turning
toward tho scholastic notion of tb1s system.

In speaking ot the

natural law of that pSl"1od he wr1tes:
The appeal to reason and to the sense ot mankind tor the time being as to what is Just and
rl.ght, which the philosophical Jurist 1s always
making, and his insistence upon what ought to be
law because ot i t8 intrinsic :reasonableness have
been ths strongest liberaliz1ng forces in legal
history. 7
Much ot the disrepute of the Natural Law at
present comes trom. thinking of it in terma of the
ident1ficat1on ot an ideal form of fam11iar legal
institutions with the postulated eternal immutable
law of na~ which obtained at the end of the 18th
Century rather than in ter.ms ot the clAss1cal creative Natural Law ot the 17th Oentury.
This is the law upon which our Oonstitution
was tounded--a law that was both creative and organizing--a means of finding new precepts and reshaping old ones, ot organizing whe. t had come down
from the past with what vas newl,. tound.9

Despite this apparent accolade to scholastic natural
law, pound is usuall,- unsympathetic.

But the question still re-

mains as to whether his the0J:7 as it nov stands 1s amenable to

natural law application.
In discussing this problem, no attempt will be made to

7 pound, "The scope and Purpose ot sociological JurIsprudence, II Har. L. Rev. , XXIV, 608.

-- --

8

pound, Law and Morals,. 33.

9 Roscoe pound, "The RevIval of Natural Law," N.D.
Law., Notre Dame, XVII. JUne, 1942, 293. See also IbId. ,-~9-

1)'a.

-
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g1ve an entire treatise on natural law doctrine nor to prove the
existence at the natural. law. 10 However, it i8 necessa.ry to understand some basic points tor an intelligent comparison ot his
theory wlth that ot the natural law.
briefly below.

A dlscussion

These points are discu8sed

ot his conception ot the natural law

in general, and particular fundamental pOints in his doctrlne
which seem inconsistent With natural law theo17 will tollow.

For

our defInit10n of law we take the classlcal one ot st. Thomas:

"Law is an ordinance ot reason tor the
who has care

co~on

good; made by him

ot the commun1ty', and promulga.ted."ll

point 1.

Man actlng a& man 41ftw8 from all other ma-

terially eXisting 'bh1ngs in

80

tar aa he ha& an Intellect to know

what Is twe and good tor b1m, and a Will so that he can embrace
1 t.

Through his reason man can understand h.i8 end and can c:U.rect

all hi. acts towards that goal.
understanding the purpose 01'

Hence the Importance

man'.

existenoe.

or

tully

Since all men have

the same nature all men have the same ult1ma.te end.

The ultimate

human goal ;Which all men seek 18 true happiness (God).12

10 01'.

~p~,

8, n.

14.

11 Det1n1 tI0 leg18, quae nihil est allud quam quaedam
rat10nis ordinatio ad bonum commune, ab eo qui cur~ communitat1s
habet, promulgata. S.T., I-II, q. 90, a.4, Summa T,heolOl1ae §..
Thomao Asu1natla, ad. Hariettl, Rome, 19.$0, I, 1iI3.
12 "Now the last end ot man and ot &n7 intelllg«mt
substanoe 18 called haP~ln.s8 or beatltude, tor 1t 1s tb1a that
every intellectual subi ance desIres as lis last end, and tor its
own sake alone. Theretore the last beatltude or happiness at any
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point 2.

Th1a ultimate human go04 consiat. not 1n the

perfectlon or the boq but 1n the pertectlon ot the soul Wherein
11 •• man's d1st1nctlve pos.e••lon, h1. N&Son.
taina this end. by

cial animal 1s needed.

Bence a sound concept of man

It do•• tb.la through law.

&8

a ao-

that man can beat attain hi. end.

Hence soc1et,. 18 impossible without

It a1ao 1"ollows that both the state and the law aN

but means to the en4.

teftl8l. acta

at-

The tu.uct1on ot th.e state 1s one ot or-

ganiSing the.e out1fa.rd &ota Il1O

human law.

mAD

acta wh1ch nee.aaarll,. oome in contaot

ut~

w1th the act. ot others.

BOwever,

aN

or

the total1 t7 ot human goo4a th••• ex-

1ntwlolt 'bo

the blera.rob1cal 8tNCt\u'e

0 ....1'7

or

other good.13 Ther.ton, in

all htJmtul 8ood.8. euoh aot. . ., be

sub••rvient to .verr other good.

Monc.nrer, among the•• human

goods 1n them••l"e.• , theN 18 alao .. priority 1n the order ot

d1gD1 't7 and 1n the oNer ot nee•••l t7.
full,. undeNtandlng

tI18

Benee tbe 1mponance ot

aocial natu.H ot man.

intelleotual au.batance i$ to k:ru'.rV God." e.G •• III, 2$, Bul0
WftU,' ot §J.. Thoma. ~¥f!!f ed. Anton-C; pesls, New !oR;
X~S, X, 46.
iIso, _*_e, I-II, q. 1, a. 1 and 8.

Or.

II -!he aovwe1p SOO4 18 sa' a b.a1d. tw:1e. 1Ib1ch 1.
bi8 lot end, ud the ~GX' a thins approach.. to this end, tb.e
hlgher lIWIt 1 t be placed as .. SOO4 of ~ 'the n8&I'Ut thiq to
isba' end 18 nX'tue" ud .".~ el.e that 1. of WI. to man 1u

well-doing Whel'$by he attains to beat! tude. After th1.a oomes
the rlSht cU..posit1on ot "HOD" an4 ot the powers subject thereto. And. at~ this the we11-be1rJg of the bo47, Which 1a requialte fortaoUlt7 of aotion. LUi17 come tho•• tb.1,np that fU'G
Vlthou.t, Wbioh we emplO'1 . . btJtlpa to nrtue." e.G., III. l4l.
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point 3.

Sinoe human law treats

direot~y

only ot ex-

ternal aotiVity. and sinoe man is related to sooiety as a part

ot the whole as regards to the instruments to be used in attaining his end, law is ooncemed primarily with the oommon good and
only secondarily With the ind1vidual good.14

Henee whatever 18

required tor the oommon good 1s material tor human legislation.
Mediately, by way ot the common good,

ru~

law looks to the good

ot the individual.
pOint

4. Since the end ot man, i.e. his true happiness.,

lie. in objects directly completive of spiritual rather than
bodily needs, and since the goods involved in s.oeial intercourse
are not the u.l timate goods ot human nature but merel,. instruments, the state .. as an instrument serving manta ultimate happiness With the funotion ot implementIng justtce, can never legitimately remove spiritual goods.1S

with regard to non-spiritual

14 ftLegal justioe does indeed suffioiently direct man
in his relations towards others. As regards the common good it
doe• •0 immediately, but as to the good of the individual, it does
so mediately. • •• The oommon good ot the state and the partioular good of the individual differ not only in respect to the many
and the few, but also under a formal aspect. For the aspeot of
the oommon good differs trom the aspect of the individual good
even as the aspect ot the whole differs from that of the part.'
S.T., II-II, q,. sa, a. 7, ad 1 and 2. ct. also Ibid., I-II, q.
"q6-; a. 3, and q. 100. a. 8.
-

IS "It must be observed, howeVer, that a medicine neVer
removes a greater good in order to promote a 1.sse~; • • • 1et 1t
is sometimes harmtul in lesser things that 1 t may be helpful in
things ot greater consequence. And • • • spiritual goods are of
the greatest consequence, while temporal goods are least important." S.T. II-II q. 108, a. 4. Cf. also Ibid., I-II, q. 21,
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goods, eaeh ot which is an instrument to our final happiness, but
never inextricably involved in it (e.g. property or even lIfe),
such instruments are legitimately r&movs.ble by the state, when
the common good requires

It~

in ravor ot some other instruments.

This is why the law may work a hardship on an individual In particular cases.

But the common good ean overrule an individual t s

good only because and in so tar as the individual 18 a part ot
the social whole; and the individual is part ot the social whole
tor the material instruments of his progress.
Point

S.

Through reason man can come to an understand-

ing of his end and the end of human law.

However since the end

is the end as apprehended, there Is nothing to prevent man trom
acting trom a mistaken end. 16
OCCUl'S

Man's intellect Is fallible.

This

it man 1s .1 ther mistaken about the end, has a vague notIon

of It, or is concerned only with the immediate effect of his actions.

Moreover, aince tne circumstances and conditions under

which men operate differ in different times and places, different
a. 4 ad J, and q. 81, a. 7 and 8.

t.

16 This idea should in no sense be equated wi th Pound
subjeotive notion that good is what men think is good. For in
natural law an aotion 1s good only if it is in accordance with
fi~i desire.
RIght desire is natural desire, or better, nature
n
s tendency toward it. good. Men may atlll tall ahort of
what real good i8, but there is some objective basia tor distinguishing these de.1re8. pound, whether he realizes it or not and
despite (or rather because of) his scientific method, fails to
recognize any qualitative objective ~uation of desire.
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means in these ditterent times and places will be better adapted
to achieve the tinal ends both of law and man.

This accounts

for the variou8 systems ot law and the possib1l1ty ot changes
wi thin

the system. itself.

It also allows discretion 1n the appli-

cation ot the law on the part of the judic1ary.

It should be

noted that the end itself never changes, since it is based upon
the nature ot the institution or the creature, and hence any
changes in the method of aoh1eving the end by human law must be

in conformity with the common good and must never be opposed to
the tinal end ot man.
POund'8 objeotions to this doctrine

~tem

from his mis-

oonception ot the soholastic theory itsalt--specifically in it.
immutability and its authoritarian and theolog1cal basiS, whioh
to his mind lead to an irrational oonservatism and an unrealistic
view ot the relationship between law and 11te.
g1 van above give a hint

Tne quotations

ot this mt8unde:ttst&ncUng.

What i8 "right

and just" 1s conceived ot as existing "for the tim.e being", and

while he eschews the immutability ot the system, he seerna to indicate that scholastic natural law was not based upon "immutable
principles."

The basis tor this contusion is evidenced in his

own notion ot the natural law.
Pound ,conce1ves or the natural law as consiating ot
either one ot two extremes.
on the one hand there 1s the extreme ot seeing only
a religious. or ethical. or rational basis for the
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practical activity and orlthe body ot authoritative
precepts it makes use ot. I
In this light natural lav can be considered as
only Theologioal, or as only ethical, or as only
t-ational, 01' [veJ may--as men did generally trom
th. 17th to the 19th centuries--see it as two-told,
resting partly on revelation but aupplement~d by
reason or jointly on revelation and reason. 18
On the other hand
treme ot seeing only a
who exercise the torce
tion ot the particular

there is the opposite exbasis 1n the pover ot those
ot the Pili tIcal organizaaoolety. 9

In hi. opinion the ideal would be a combination ot both

vievs--a regim4 o£ torce applied according to just precepts to
achieve just results.

But no universally valid' just results.

can be obtained in the myriad ot oontroversies with varying oircUMstances and eondltiona which now oonfront the lawyer.
The end or purpose ot the legal order gives

us an ult1mate objective ot government only it

we can be oertain that we have a universal ideal
to'¥! 1.11 men, in all t1m.es, in all place., and not
merely ~Be ot some lUn, in soma times and in some
places.
Although this

'*ideal" element in jurisprudenoe should

not be rejeoted, '18t history shows that it has changed trom time

-

and

11 Roscoe Pound, an "Int1"oduction" to American Liberty
"Natural Law", by Eugene O. Gerhart, Boston, 1953. 4.

-

18 Ibid.
19
20

-Ibid.
-Ibid.

-

Ii

5
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For example, the common good ot the primitive society

to time.

waa peace, superseded by the status quo ot the Greeks.
through

It went

aeveral changes until the 16th to 19th centul"y when the

common good was conceived of as the promotion and maintenance of
individual liberty.

Today it has swung towards social control

and the satisfaction of indiVidual wants and desires.
un! versal,

Yet a

unchangeable natural law has been vouched tor in each

instance.
What it all oomes to is that ve make the best
praotical adjustment ve can by experience developed
by reason, and reason tested by experienoe, in order
to solve problems of buman relations 1n a oomplex
sooial and economio ol'der which do not adm! t ot
sati8taot0rJ solution by aimple moral maxima a8 universally Valid. • • • We have never been able to
reduce the ideal to detail. tor eve17 da, application. • •• It they cannot be p~ved by revelation
or by pu~ reason. it they cannot stand .tOl" necessary
preoepts tor all men in all place. in all times, yet
they maintain themselves as practioal solutions to
practical questlons--until the changes which are the
essence ot lit. bring new experience and new operations ot~reaaon to bear upon changed tasks ot 80cial
control.ZJ.
In reply to Pound and his objection to the theological
element ot

the

natural law, it should be noted that the tive

points of the natural law enumerated and explained above vere
derived trom. reason, but founded upon man in action, that ls, on
experience.

Certainly it vas not based upon scripture or revela-

21 Ibid •• 13-14. For a more detailed histo17 and description of ~onception ot the natural law, aee pound,
"R.viTal ot Natural Law Concepta", N.D. Lav., XVII, June. 1942,

281-372.

- -

---
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tion.

Likewise it is reason and experience alone whioh lead us

to that part of the natural law wh10h 18 relevant to the guidanoe
ot soolety.

The theological charaoter ot medieval. jurisprudence,

though ot great oonorete etrect ln indiv1dual llves and sooial
torma, 18 not neoe.sarr to the discovery ot the natural law.
be.t it 1. but a negative norm.

At

Hence there 18 no justitication

tor dismissing natural law jurisprudenoe on the baais or lts
having theological toundations or implioations or as a philosophy
ineligible tor inspiring and guiding the poaitlve law of our own
secular oivilization.
His distinotion between natural natural law and posItive natural law gives turther indioation ot hi. oontuslon.

In

this oontext he seems to ooneeive ot the natural law 8yst_ as
absolutely lmmutable. and to identi17 or 8ubst! tute natural law
tor posltlve law.

Tbus poaitive law allow. no room tor ohange.

Per the purpose ot oomparlson Pound divide. natural law

into natural. natural law and positive natural l&w. 22

It is difti

oult to understand tully just whioh preoepts ota scholastic
natural law he would include under each heading.

It .eems, how-

ever, that positive natural law inoludes those rules which Pound
reters to aa the jus gentium, that is, all those precepts which
embody' unitorm. rules governing the aame subject matter, which
22 Roscoe pound, ttNatural Natural LaW and poaitive
Natural Law", k. S. !!!'y., London LXVIII, July, 19S2. 3.30-336.
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Were afflrmed at dltterent times and places, .and whichscholastlca, in hia opin1on, consider to be universal, and immutable.
fbi. pound objects to as leading to a bod1 of rigid, immutable

results to which every dispute muat be compared.
natural

na~al

Just what the

law involves in his oonception of scholastic

natural law 1s lett undetined.

Perhaps it is the tormulation ot

tna ultimata end together w1th tho.e preoepts based upon reason
or analys1s alone.

This lack ot clear.ne.s again seems to ate.

tram Pound's inadequate knowledge ot the scholastic p081tion.
In his own s".tem tl'da disJunotion is more olaarly de·
tined:
fhe immed1ate task 01' philosophical jurisprudence 1s to organize! systemat1ze and critic1ze the
element ot received deals in the positive law ot
the time and place. But to do this work etteot! vely.it must work to some end, and beh1nd its immediate
task there is one ot finding and formulating that
end. Between tbat ultimate task, which, it ,.ou like,
may be referred to what I have called natural natural
law, and the immediate task, the neo-Hege1iana put an
intermediate one of discovering and formulating the
jural postulate. ot t1. . and plaoe. ~~I task might
be reterred to as positive natural law. J
Even more fundamental than hi. misconception at the
natural law s7stem is his pragmatism.

What tor Pound started out

merely as a method, necessarlly imbibed some of 1ts philosophy;
and the road has taken him further and further tro. the s"stem ot

XVII,

3S4.

23

pound, ItThe Rev1val of Natural. Law,"

!.12.

Law.,
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natural law to his logical destination -- relativism.
ception ot transcendental truth haa been eliminated.

Any conTruth is

merely an idea or ideas which are parts ot our experience.
become true just in

80

'lhey

tar as they help us get into satisfactory

relationahip with other parts ot our experience.

Applied to

pound's theory ot law, this concept ot truth enables the jural
postulates to be fundamentally changed or eliminated entIrely.
He admits that they have undergone many changes even in the past
titty years.

Since the postulates ot any given SOCiety are the

most generalised ideas indicative ot and controlling the practical thought ot its members. it i8 evident from. our analysis ot
them, that a change in the postulates leads to a change in the
end ot law itselt.

Just as specific

d~slres

are not good or bad

in themselves, so postulate., to which judicial· decisions must
contorm, are not to be judged true or falae.

Hence law is no

longer the embodiment of enduring princIples of justIce.

'l'here

is no unchanging standard ot values, no fundamental nor.. except
the whims ot society.

Pound seems to real1ze this but 1s not too

concerned, since society itself will prevent legislators and
judges from using their power in an arbitrary manner.
the problem has apparently caused no dlfficulty in

Moreover,

the past.

Law is a practical matter and the lawyer can
find comfort in his having employed a practIcal
means of adJustIng competing, conflicting, and
overlapping interests. • •• If Ita postulates
are ultimately mistaken, the,. approximate to the
truth sufficiently tor practical purposes. • • •
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We may conced., it the sceptic inalata, tbat
value ia ...latlve to something. perhaps value in
juri.pNdence 1s relat1ve to civilization. proximate17 1 t 1s re1& t1 ve to the taB ot enabllng men
to live together In ciY111aed aoelet7 with a m1n1. . ot friction and a minimum ot vaste ot the goods
of existence. What accords with tbe j~postu
late8 ot the time and place bas JUl"iatic value. It
it will work inadjust1ng Pelatl0. and ordering
conduct 80 a8 to el1m1nat.. or minimiz. triotion and
waste, 1t 1s a valuable measure tor a practical activity. Until philosophers enable men to do better,
lawyers lU.7 do much with tb:ls pMciloal measure daveloped b7 reason trom exp.rleno •• ~
Where there i8 no necessar,r I absolute, eternal truth,
there can be no l'8el and objeotlve relatlonahips between law
and justice.

Where there 1s no framework ot reterence, there

can be no stability'; there oan be no absolute or ultimate goal.

nenoe pound oan logicall), pen the tollowing but it is devoid

ot muoh

meanings "',fhere is no eternal law.

But there is an eter-

nal goal--the development of the powers of humanlty to their
highest polnt. lt2S
It is true that the application ot statlstics to law
has a def'ln1 te valu..

Since a universal law cannot be tull,.

appllcable in particular cases (and human conduct is alva,.s particular). it 18 necessary that the law be such as to govern comm.o
needs and oommon problema, while it is ..t the aame time 1mpes.ibl
that .. law be instituted which will not tall in some case.

24

Ibi4., 371-372.

2.$ :Pound, Inte!:Eretatlona

~

Lela! lilatorz, 148
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Eve17 law i a direoted to the common welfare ot
men, and derives the torce and nature at law accord.ingly; • • • liow 1 t otten happens that the Oba8l"VanCe
ot some p01nt of law conduces to the common welfare
in the majority ot instances, and ,.et, 1n some oa.e.,
1s ve17 injurious. Since, then, the lawgiver cannot
have in view eV817 single oa•• , he shapes the law
aocording to what happens moat frequeutly, by direoting his attention to the oommon 800d.£6 .
No man. 1s so wise as to be able to consider
every single case; and therefore he is not able sufficiently to express in words all thos. things tbat
are suitable for the end he has in view •. And even
1t a lawgiver were. able to take all tneoases into
consideration. he ought not to mention them all. in
order to avoid oontusion, but he .hould trame the
law aQgording to that whioh is of most common occurenoe.£"(

Thus vh11e 01'1'11 law as implementing natural. law may
not be absolutely applioable to human activity. it is amenable to
statistical applioation.

!he point Is, however, that the tacta

oan't welgh theme.lve.; theT m.u.st be related to 80me nON.

What

are the taota and 11M t 1 a the nom in Pound t sease'
!he taots In pound l s theorr oonsist ot all the claims,
want., and desire8 ot in41 vidual..

!h. nor.m or the tunctlon of

law 1s to acknowledge as many ot the.e claims, want., and deslres

as pos8ible with them1n1mum friction and waste.

The d1ffioulty

of evaluating suoh ola1ma bas already b.en pointed out. 28

It i.

26 S. T., I-II, q. 96, a. 6, Basio writi~S ot st.
Thomas Ag;u.1nas; eCJ. Anton C. Pegis, New York, 1945,1,""""190.
ad 2.

-

-

27 Ibld., ad 3. ct. also Ib1d., II-II, q 47, a. 3
28

ct.

supra,

44-53.
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suffic1ent here to remark that tor st. !homas and Bcholastics a

definite end is envisaged and statist1cal information is helpful
In detem.1ning the best means to attain 1t.

For Pound however,

the end is determined b,. the claims and desires themselves.
they change the end Change..

things, the common goodru.,.
stanoes.
Nor

AS

It 18 tNe that as regards material
V&1!1

with time, plaoe, and circum.-

However, none ot these vitiate. mants ultimate good.

does the tact that the common good. in the concrete . 7

change the notion of the cammon good itself.

va~

Nelther is the

common good to be determined by the desIres and wishes ot the
greatest number.

Deslre., wishe., and claims of themselves With

no objeotive consideration of their 1nherent qualities do not
neo •• sarily tend to the cammon good.

a materialistic, seoularistic age.

This 18 espeoially true in
Yet pound has no. standard by

Which he can measure the inherent qual1 ty ot any desire or cla1m..

As Protessor Kenedy aptly points out: .
Demands ot mankind are many and diverse, good and bad,
moral. and immoral, and it ia dlrti eul t to percei v§ how
the mag1c of Pl'agm&. t1 am oan make them all f good t • Z9
Sinoe law is composed exclusive17 ot SOCiety's telt wants and
not ot objective nor.ms, Pound teels just1fied in stating:

29 Kenedy, ttPragmat1sm aa a PhilosOph7 ot Law," Mar.
L. Rev. , IX, 7$. Lex scripta, 8icut non dat robur jur1 natural1,
ItaMe poteat eiua rebut minuere vel auterre: quia nec voluntaa
hom1nis potest 1mmutare naturam. !t!., II-II, '1. 60. a. 5. ad
1.
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It in any field of human conduct or in any
human relation the law, with such lU.chj.nery a8 it
haa, lfw:1 satisfy a social want without a disproportionate aacritice ot other olaims, there i8 no
eternal limitation inherent in the nature of thinga,
there are no bounds impOISd at oreatlon, to stand in
the wa7 ot Ita doing so.J
This retusal to conslder the Inherent qualities ot desires doe. not ooinclde with the notlon ot man as a rational
being.

Law 18 an ordination ot reason.

Though manfs

distine-

tiv. faculties are his intellect and will, yet it 1s reason that

enjoys a primacy over the w111,31 otherwise there would be no
foundation tor a jurisprudence that insiated on the precedence
of reason over will in social law-g! v1ng.

Just as all nature.

impel their posseaaora towards an end, so doe8 manta nature Impel him. tovaNS an end which 1s detined by his Intellect.

Since

reason points out the end as good and the will thereby .eeks it,
it is essent1al that the deSires, claims, and want. be In accord-

ance wi th reason and man t s ul t1mate good.

Where de.ires and

claims are made with no reterence to the ultimate good, it can
hardl7 be said that man is acting 10 accordanoe with his natuJae,

that 1., reasonably.

31 81 ergo intelleotus .t volunta. conaid.rentur
.ecundum •• , aic Intellectua eminentior inven1tur. • • • Quando
vere res 1n qua est bonum, est intra anima.; tuncet1am per comparatlonem ad tale. rem, intellectua est altlor voluntate. S.T.
I, q. 62, a. 3.
--
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The natural law doctrine starts trom a. study of man's

nature.

TlUa knowledge is not wholl,. a.Erior! but 1s acquired

gradually by experience over a long period o:t time.

It has re-

vealed that basioally man i8 not a detached reason, but a rat1onal, soc1al, proprietar;r anImal. created by Ood.

tics have been found in all

lien

at all time..

!he.e ch&N.cteris
Men ahare a common

nature in virtue of which the,. can all be cla8sif1ed as men.
fhey share a common d1gnity, not onll bl reason of their creation

by God, but also because ot their distinctlve chap&cterlstics of
intellect and will Whioh places them above all other material
tbings.

All l\1$n have a goal in CODllOn in that all men in some

way seek happiness.
Pound would agree wi 1m :many ot these ideas, at least
theoretlcally_

Fo.r example he states:

Al though we think soclally J we mus t s tl11 think

ot indIvIdual interesta. and of that grea.test of all
ola1ma which a human being may make, the olaim to

assert bis ind! vldueJ.i t7, to exerciae treely the will
and reason whioh God has glven h1m.. We must emphasize
the soclal 1nterest 1n the moral and soclal lif. ot
the ind1 vidual. But we mum t nmem.ber that it 1s the
life of a free-willing beIng.J~

He baa admitted a oommon goal but onl7 in an abstraot
fashion.

~he

"development of the powers ot human1t7 to their

highest point" 1s a noble ideal

b~t

large17 subjeot!ve.

How Is

1 t acoomplished; how 1s 1 t measured; how Is 1 t determined?

32 pound,

~

Spiri t

~

!!!!

Oommon

.&2. 111.

Hls
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solution 1s acceptable as tar

~a

it

goes~

but 1t talls tar short

ot the complete &nswer.
Since &llmen posseas a common and unchangeable nature,
dign1 t1, .and goal.. there are aome un! v.real and unchangeable

principles ot action drawn trom them and demanded by reason ot
them..
the

For example, even Pound would admi t that. all men are under

obligation ot rendering justice towards all.

does ju.stice demand?

But just what

For the advocate ot natural law there are

ap$Cit1c principle•• based upon the nature and goal ot man, to

whioh all just law must contoN.

Por pound society i taelt is the

ultimate norm, in tbat society will rebel it the l1m1ts ot Ujua ....

tice" are exceeded.
A. few years ago pound undertook the task

the legal system

ot Ohina.

ot organizing

Suppose he had been called upon to

ol"gani.e the legal 5.,Stela ot lui German,.. - He would have tound

competing claims ot Ar1an pagans, Jewl, ed Catholics.
he have formulated the jural postulates,

Row would

Would he have recog-

nized that the demand. ot AFlUJ. cla1ms in an AX7&n oount17 required and justified denial of DUman! ty to Jews and Oatholios?
Would there be no wa., ot evaluating the rival olaims; ot pro-

nounoing 8om.e spurious and evil?
How would pound appl7 his pragmat1c test to perjury?

Would he

~eoogn1ze

it as alwa7s evil, morally and civilly?

such recognition depends not only the etfioacy of the legal

Upon
o~der
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but it torms one of the basic ties binding men together in organized society.

How then can it be explained?

The admission

that men always have the duty of benevolence, ot justice, of cooperation--the recognition of perjury, slander, adultery as always evil, postulates universal principles universally valid.
To assert that society is the ultimate judge of when justice has
been ach1eved is not only to permit society to be a judge in her
own case, leg1 t!matel,. opening the door to such "lsms" aa nazism,
taciam and communism, but also to contuae the embodiment ot the
prinoiples ot justioe with the princi»le itself.
However, tn. natural law dootrine does not require that
all prinCiple. be universally valid.

As was indicated ..bove,3';

the elements oomprlsing the oommon good in the concrete

mar

change, requ1ring a Change in the application ot the prinoiples
themselves.

Yet what has been said of pound's oonoept of meohan-

lcal jurisprudence in addition to the examples he cites indicate
a misunderstanding on tb.1s point.

The following case 1s typical.

Suppose a tarm on one tMct and an. oil retlnel"1
on an adjacent tract. !he refinery' Is constructed
and operated with all due care. In spite of eve'l"fthing that can be done to prevent it. waste products
ot the refinery get into the s011 and rains wash
them Into and poison the water ot a well on the farm
and a brook that runs through 1 t. B1 thaI' the farm
can no longer be used as such or the other tract
cannot be used tor a refinery. ~he courts have dlftered on this case. In an industrial state it Is

33

ot.

sUEra

~9,

point

~.

8)
held--oh the bas1s ot an absolute doctrine attaching liab1l1t1 to ta~t--that as the ref1nery is not
at fault 1t is not liable. In an agricultural state
it is h$ld on the same tacts that--upon a principle
forbidding pollution of the water ot a running
stream--the refinery will be enjoined even though it"
must then be closed up. One can aee the practical
basis in the respective val"ue of the competing activities in time and place here. But what is the
universally applicabl~ precept good tor each apart
tpom time and plaoe?34
The "universally applioable preceptgoodtt is that
justice should be done to the parties concerned even though what
waa demanded by Justice might differ according to the circumstances.

Natural law of itself will not otter a oomplete solu-

tion; it 1s not a substitute for positive law.
that account to be discarded.

But it is not on

On the oontrary II it requires and

is the basis tor positive law which complements it, and gives it
its partiotuar determination aocording to the various conditions
of man in time and place.
and

no·n~

It aftoI'ds the foundation, framework,

tor positive civil law.

At times the prinCiples may be

ti1tficul. t to apply and even adm! t of several different applications, but the principles themselves can
lated

~egardless

ot the direotion

neve~

be denied or vio-

in which SOCiety may drift.

Under this aspect law becomes a oonstructive guide and not merely
a slave to society.

It for.ms the basis tor the answer to the

question posed above regarding the organization of a legal system

.34

pOWld ..

"Natural Lawn, 6.
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~
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in Nazi Germany.

Is it then vacuous or useless?

It i8 pound who is l.\tl.Nallstlc in believing that the
natural law theory allows no change or that it i.eXplicitly detined down to the minutest detall

80

that universally valid "just

results D can be obtained in every case.

natural law. Or any other theory ot
promised this.

1,&11

The application ot the
tor that matter, never

Even positive civil law bued upon the natural

law cannot prevent, and prud&ntly should not try to 1'\1l.e out, all
eVil, lest greater evil follow.

It may have to tolerate evil,

al though 1 t .maY' never enjoin 1 t. 3$

said (point

4),

Moreover, from what haa been

to expect from. the natUl"al law a solution which

in every case will leave both parties unhurt 1s ohimerical..

Aside

trOll render1ng each man his due, the law may work a hardship on a

particular individual..

This 1,8 the point where the Judge must

ex.rci •• wisdom and discretlon;

n~t

an arb! trar,y discretion but

one held 1n check by the nature and end ot both law and man.
While there is always equity to alleviate it as muoh as possible,
the hardship 1n a particular o.a. i . a small price to pay tor the

ben.rlts ot so01al llving.
pr~tiam

with tacts alone.

with 1ts scientitic method conc.rns its.lf

It believes wisdom will emerge it you p.rs ....

vere long enough in laboriously accumulating and clasa1fying

35 ct. !.!., I-II, q. 96, a. 2,

and

q. 97.

&,

2
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taots.

Although. not avowedly materialistic, pragmatism" when

applied to a materlalist1c, secularistic soclety must partake ot
1ta spirit.

Pound's engineering analysis of friction and waste,

thematel'ial nature ot all wanta" cla1m.a, and d•• ire., the cataloging ot the "individual Ute" aa merely one of the equal sub-

divisions of sooial interest., the constant emphaais on tacts and
not prinCiple., the attempt to use exclusively the method ot the
physical sciences as the basis ot Jurisprudence, all betray this
ma.terialistic bias.

Yet he somehow seems to "&lise that pragma-

ti_ ot itsalt can f'um1ah only part ot the answer.

While Pl'O-

viding a certain degree ot obJectIvity, the stability

80

neceaaa-

r'1 tor a thorough, well grounded, progressive legal 87atem i8

wholly lacking.
But bia &ttl tude toward natural law ..a a solution

both ambiguous and a:mblvalent.

is

It stems from an honest macon-

oeption ot the scholastic theo1'7 itaelt.

Pound never tully dis-

tinguishe. genuine and tN.di tional natural law from its ra-

t10nalistic caricature.

He believes that 11'1 1ta scholastic torm

1t rests on theolog1cal (i.e. supernatural) foundation..

Nor has

he Wholly escaped a moral relatiVism whioh rejects any universal
ideal or prinCiple. valid tor all men at all times.

In contusing

the unvarying pr1nolple. with the JI11l'lad p&rt1oulu- but v&r11ng

applications ot these principle., in his conception nntural law
becomes tor all practical purpose. a substitute tor positive law
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itself.

That it was never conceived as such 1s apparent to every

student of the natural law system.

That Pound views it in this

light helps to explain his rejection ot the system as leading to
an

i~atlonal

conservatism and an unpeallstlc view ot the rela-

tionship between law and life.
Nevertheless, Poundts contribution to law, not only to

such specific branches as administrative, criminal, and constitutional law.. but also 'Co its hi.torr and the017, can hardly be
overestimated.

In his persistent effort to adapt law to fit

human needs and bis emphaai a upon the p1'Oper l"ecognl tion of man' a
aoeial nature a8 well as hi. individual nature, Pound became the
to~erunner

ot modern jurisprudence, and one ot its greatest con-

stNotl1'. contributoN.

EVen his development ot the

USe

ot the

pragmatiC and atatistoa1 method in the science ot law was a
notable contribution.
apriori.
ourselves.

For man 1 a nature is not known wholly

Only gradually and by experience do we learn to know

There i., therefore, a large sphere tor a methodo-

logical pragmatism; but 1 t never does and never can stand alone.

It 1s here that bis system tails.

While he oontinually and

rightly leeks a stable element in law accompanied by an ever
changing content sui ted to the needs ot the times, his basic phi-

loaophJ' has prevented h1m trom ever finding it.
every successful and complete

syst~

For underlying

ot law there must always be

found, impliCit or acknowledged, the true philosophy ot man.
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